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Welcome to the November issue of the Gazette!
Terry Tao’s marathon lecture tour across Australia gave us an opportunity to
interview him for Mathematical Minds. Terry tells us what made him choose
mathematics, and if winning the Fields medal has changed his life. In Maths
Matters, Hyam Rubinstein asks if richer mathematical training for teachers and
stronger academic industry connections can help the mathematical sciences thrive
in Australia. We have reports from last year’s joint event of the annual meeting of
the AustMS and the New Zealand Mathematical Colloquium, and from this year’s
European Women in Mathematics meeting in Serbia and the ANZIAM conference
on the Sunshine Coast. Peter Johnston also ﬁles his annual report on the Honours
and Higher Mathematics and Statistics Degree completions.
This issue sees the last Puzzle Corner from Norman Do. We’d like to thank Norman for his excellent contributions which started with Mathellaneous in 2004 and
concluded with three years of puzzles. The column has been incredibly popular
and has again inspired a technical paper, this time by Rick Mabry and Laura McCormick. Norman is handing over the reins to Ivan Guo, a past winner of the book
voucher, and we can look forward to more puzzling glory and worthy prize-winners
next year.
In another changeover we welcome Geoﬀ Prince with his ﬁrst column as director of
AMSI, and thank Phil Broadbridge for his regular contribution to the AMSI News.
This issue is also the last for Elizabeth Billington as Secretary of the AustMS. As
well as working tirelessly for the Society, Liz has been an enormous support to us
over the last three years, and on behalf of all the members of the AustMS we’d
like to thank her and wish her all the best.
This is our last issue of the Gazette, and we’d like to take this chance to thank all
our other regular contributors over the last three years: Peter Hall, Nalini Joshi,
Tony Roberts and Bill Blyth. Thank you to all local correspondents who provided
us with news from departments and schools. Working on the Gazette has been
a great experience, and one that was made ever more educational, eﬃcient, and
most importantly enjoyable thanks to the hard work and professionalism of the
production editor, Eileen Dallwitz, who kept us on target for every issue. Thank
you Eileen!
And with farewells over, we would like to warmly welcome the new editors Amie
Albrecht and Kevin White from the University of South Australia. They have
already started lending a hand, and we wish them all the best working on the
Gazette. Next year will see some changes for the Gazette. For example, soon
the Gazette will no longer be publishing technical papers, and instead an editorial
board will be formed to support the editors in commissioning review articles of
interest to the AustMS community. So if you have any suggestions for topics or
areas that should be covered, please let us know.
Happy reading from the Gazette team.

Nalini Joshi∗

I have just come back from an exhilarating annual meeting of the Australian
Mathematical Society held at the University of South Australia’s City West
campus in Adelaide. This meeting broke the AustMS record for attendance at
a regular annual meeting.
Over 70 of the 397 registered attendants also attended the very ﬁrst AustMS Early
Career Researchers Workshop, held at Mount Lofty on the Sunday preceding the
conference.
There were many highlights throughout the week. The conference featured 12
plenary speakers, possibly a record in itself. One of these was Terry Tao, our
Mahler lecturer. It was particularly appropriate to have Terry there, since Adelaide
is his home town. I saw his family members at two of the lectures he presented
during the week. The participation of Terry and two other plenary speakers,
Mohammed Abouzaid and Danny Calegari, was funded by the Clay Mathematics
Institute1 and so Terry was designated the Clay-Mahler speaker and Mohammed
and Danny were called Clay Lecturers. These three speakers toured Australia on
the Clay-Mahler Lecture tour held between July and October, during which Terry
presented 19 talks in ﬁve weeks.
At the annual conference, we also had an Early Career Plenary speaker for the ﬁrst
time, Akshay Venkatesh, who also spoke at the ECR workshop at Mt Lofty. Most
of the ECR participants I met told me how much they enjoyed the opportunity to
meet and talk to each other and to hear not only about mathematics but also about
the process of learning to write mathematically and planning for careers. They
would like to hear more about the ups and downs of doing research and also would
like more of an opportunity to mingle. We will be continuing this workshop as a
regular event at annual meetings. Next year, we plan to hold the workshop from
mid-Saturday to mid-Sunday preceding the annual meeting; Saturday evening will
oﬀer the desired longer window for conversations.
Another highlight was a lunch for women mathematicians. At this lunch, short
talks were presented on ‘the art of saying no’ and the ‘impostor syndrome’ by
Elizabeth Billington, myself, and Jacqui Ramagge. The women participants also
appreciated this opportunity to focus on issues of interest to them. They would also
like to have a longer opportunity for discussion and to hear more about mentoring.
At next year’s meeting, we will hold an evening session, perhaps with a convivial
meal, to allow this opportunity for longer discussions.
Yet another highlight was the mathematics education afternoon, which had three
great speakers: Jonathan Borwein, Mike Eastwood and Kerry Landman. The
∗ E-mail:

President@austms.org.au

1 http://www.claymath.org/
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discussion that followed these marvellous presentations reached highs and lows,
touching on issues such as whether technology was a boon or a disaster for
developing mathematical thinking. Perhaps not as widely advertised during
the conference was an auxiliary presentation by the Australian Curriculum,
Assessment and Reporting Authority (ACARA) on the latest thinking about the
National Curriculum. There are issues around this topic that the AustMS will
need to be agile in responding to.
During my report to the annual general meeting of the AustMS that week, I
highlighted the need to think about strategic expenditure. Under a careful and
conservative stewardship of our funds, we have built a very healthy reserve. I
believe that it is time to think about spending a modest amount of our reserves
(say 5% per annum) to help our profession in Australia. I had a conversation with
David Ellwood, the Research Director of the Clay Mathematics Institute (CMI)
about this matter. He pointed out some of the innovative steps that had been
taken by the CMI, which we may be able to adapt to AustMS. One of the CMI
schemes I particularly liked was the one called Liftoﬀ, which supports recent PhD
students for one month in the summer following their degree plus some funds for
travel to research conferences or to work with collaborators. I would love to hear
from you about any other ideas that you may have on how AustMS should be
supporting mathematics and mathematicians in Australia.
I thought it was wonderful to hear that the week was capped oﬀ with the wedding
of the main organiser of AustMS 2009, Vladimir Ejov, and I would like to wish
him well and thank him and his wonderful team at UniSA for a great conference.

Nalini Joshi has held the Chair of Applied Mathematics at the
University of Sydney since 2002. In 2008, she was elected a
Fellow of the Australian Academy of Science. She is currently
Head of the School of Mathematics and Statistics.

Marx and Mathematics

The article ‘Calculus: A Marxist Approach’ (Gazette 36(4), 2009) interested me
because I had already been made aware of Marx’s work on the subject. Indeed I
have myself written a paper about this topic, due to appear in the School Mathematics journal Parabola (for which I write a regular History of Mathematics
column) either late this year or early next. Readers may care to read this and to
compare my assessment with that oﬀered by Fahey et al. in the Gazette.
Essentially, I take a less generous approach to Marx’s writings than do these authors. As I said in my article:
[Marx’s investigations] all display a wide and deep acquaintance with the various attempts to address the logical diﬃculties [with Calculus], but there is
one important omission: Cauchy.

It may be that Marx was unaware of Cauchy’s work (as I am inclined to believe)
or it may be that he thought it a simple reworking of an approach by d’Alembert
(as Struik suggests in the article quoted by Fahey et al.).
What is clear, however, is that the d’Alembert approach (ignoring the concept of
(X)
a limit, but stressing the order of operations, forming the quotient f (X+ΔX)−f
ΔX
and putting ΔX = 0 after simplifying this expression rather than before) is capable of yielding derivatives of rational functions and even algebraic ones, but
is quite inadequate when it comes to ﬁnding derivatives for (for example) sin x.
Marx avoids the diﬃculties this entails by simply ignoring such cases. He deals
only with much simpler functions.
However, it is known that Marx read Boucharlat’s text (Fahey et al.’s reference [1]),
and although this does not quote Cauchy (indeed its second edition predates
Cauchy’s Cours d’analyse), it does employ the notion of a limit, and furthermore applies it to the diﬀerentiation of sin x in exactly the way modern textbooks
do. It would seem that certainly Marx, and very possibly Struik as well, were not
paying attention!
My overall assessment is that:
. . . to my mind, Marx actually contributed very little to the debate over the
foundations of Calculus. His writing came too late; the key issue was already
resolved, and furthermore his analyses are prolix and clumsy. They seem to
beat about the bush and become repetitive while hardly advancing at all. The
distinctions he makes between the various pre-Cauchy approaches are subtle,
perhaps overly so, but ultimately beside the point.
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A similar view is expressed rather more trenchantly by Jacob Kesinger in the
course of a review of Paulus Gerdes’s Marx Demystiﬁes Mathematics: ‘Marx succeeds only in moving the handwaving from one area to another’. (This review is
posted on the Amazon website.)
This negative view seems to me the right one to take despite the attempts by
Kennedy and others (as referenced by Fahey et al.) and by Struik, Dauben and
Gerdes (as referenced in my own article) to argue otherwise.
I also discount, as does Struik, the view that Marx’s mathematical endeavours were
inﬂuenced by his philosophy of dialectical materialism. Kennedy is disingenuous
on this point, taking the ‘negation of a negation’ as an example of dialectic. As
for Kol’man and those other authors whose work is included with Marx’s in Fahey
et al ’s reference [8], it should be borne in mind that if one lives in a dictatorship,
it is very wise to genuﬂect reverently to the prevailing ideology!
I conclude my paper by saying:
All in all, I regard Marx’s contributions to Mathematics as negligible, although it is of interest that they exist and are now available. However, if
some other less famous author had produced them, no-one would have taken
the slightest notice!

Michael A.B. Deakin
School of Mathematical Sciences, Monash University.
E-mail: michael.deakin@sci.monash.edu.au

Can the mathematical sciences thrive in Australia?
Hyam Rubinstein∗

The Australian mathematical sciences community has become more organised in
recent years, especially with the assistance of the Australian Mathematical Sciences Institute (AMSI) through the Australian Council of Heads of Mathematical
Sciences Departments. We have a better opportunity to address national issues,
such as the National Curriculum for mathematics in schools and the Excellence in
Research Assessment process.
All areas of higher education are currently in a tight budget situation, with the
very slow implementation of the Bradley and Cutler reviews. The question I want
to address is: can we lay the foundations for a strong revival of the mathematical
sciences, when the new funding ﬁnally comes through?
The government has stressed the aim of increasing numbers of students going to
universities, especially from disadvantaged areas. To achieve this, the supply of
fully trained mathematics teachers to schools needs urgent attention. In the 2006
review, ﬁgures from the Department of Education, Science and Training (DEST)
from 2003 showed that 0.4% of university graduates produced by Australia majored in the mathematical sciences. By comparison, the OECD average was 1%
and probably the gap has widened since then, with further cuts in mathematics
and statistics programs in Australia. Given such a low number of mathematical
science majors it is not surprising that almost none go into school teaching.
Recently, at a conference in Banﬀ, I met a senior mathematician from a small
Midwest university. His department specialises in training school teachers. Here
is a summary of their program to get certiﬁcation to teach mathematics in high
schools (each numbered course is one semester).
• Calculus 1,2 and 3;
• Computer Science 1: development of algorithms and implementation in C++,
Java, or similar language;
• Technology in Mathematics: use of technology to model, simulate, and solve
mathematical problems, with emphasis on potential applications to secondary
teaching;
• Introduction to Linear Algebra;
• Foundations: an introduction to doing mathematics from a theoretical perspective, including basic logic, set theory (from a working point of view,
rather than an axiomatic approach, construction of the number system, or
anything like that), relations and functions, induction, proof strategy;
∗ Department of Mathematics and Statistics, University of Melbourne, VIC 3010.
E-mail: rubin@ms.unimelb.edu.au
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• Geometry 1 and 2: a rigorous course using Hilbert’s axioms, including neutral geometry, Euclidean and hyperbolic geometry, some elliptic geometry,
models, constructions, relative consistency, a bit on the Kleinian approach if
time permits;
• Abstract Algebra: basics of groups, rings, and ﬁelds;
• Probability and Statistics 1 and 2: probability spaces, random variables, discrete and continuous densities/distributions, operations with random variables, conditional probability, central limit theorem, basic estimation and
hypothesis testing (usually not much); degree of emphasis on a sigma-algebra
of measurable sets varies (no measure theory, of course, but they always do
the standard example of an unmeasurable set);
• Teaching Secondary Mathematics: this is a methods course, but the math
education specialists in the department teach it;
• History of Mathematics.
At his university, they also oﬀer a program for primary mathematics certiﬁcation.
In Australia, we have mainly lost the ability to give programs like this. Mathematical sciences departments are funded on the basis of large service courses,
so specialised programs aimed at teachers are squeezed out. Many universities
penalise small enrolment courses, and this is clearly government policy as well.
Finally, rules for registration for teachers vary widely from state to state. On the
other hand, it is likely that some form of national registration for teachers will be
introduced in the near future.
I think we need to regain the initiative in this area. It is vital that discipline
knowledge be clearly speciﬁed for teaching mathematics in schools. Increasing the
number of mathematical sciences majors going into teaching should be a national
aim, if the equity and access problems are to be addressed. We need clear instructions to universities that programs for teachers as above should have priority and
be properly funded, with a reasonable period to build up numbers. Collaboration
with Faculties of Education is essential in this process.
We should not permit this to be hijacked by other areas. By this I mean, the
mathematical sciences need to be addressed separately from other areas of need in
education. Most countries recognise the special role and needs of mathematics and
statistics and do not subsume it within science or science and technology. If this
can be achieved, it will provide much needed relief for our hard-pressed university
departments.
A second issue is interaction with the community of people using mathematics
and statistics outside universities. Reasonably good contact occurs with the Commonwealth Scientiﬁc and Industrial Organisation (CSIRO), the Defence Science
and Technology Organisation (DSTO), and the Australian Bureau of Statistics
(ABS). However there are many other opportunities. I have been involved in the
mining industry for about 10 years now. Every two years there is a big meeting in Perth, the Ore Body Modelling and Strategic Mine Planning Conference.
Essentially all the talks are primarily mathematics and statistics — optimisation,
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geostatistics, numerical modelling, geomechanics. There are many opportunities
here for research, including student projects.
AMSI has introduced a student industry internship program — this is an excellent
initiative but requires us all to get involved. I had a go this year with my student Chris Goddard working on a transport project. This is deﬁnitely a learning
experience for supervisors as well as students.
Some time ago, John Henstridge, of Data Analysis Australia, suggested to me the
idea of an Industry Forum to promote the mathematical sciences in Australia. I
believe John’s concept is for this to be run primarily by mathematical scientists
outside universities, so that their needs and interests are addressed. There are
many outstanding individuals who are our former students and occupy high-level
positions in industry. The main problem is that these individuals have many demands on their time. But I strongly support this idea and would be interested
in a dialogue within the Australian Mathematical Society, Statistical Society of
Australia Inc. (SSAI) and Australian & New Zealand Industrial and Applied Mathematics (ANZIAM) to see if there is support for such an initiative.
Mathematical sciences research, as a theoretical activity within universities, does
not have strong support in Australia. We have diﬃculties working within the
cooperative research or special research centre framework. Internationally, mathematical sciences research institutes promote short programs on very active topics,
rather than being organised around a small group of individuals. We don’t seem
to be able to convince government that the mathematical sciences need a diﬀerent
approach to research centres, to other areas of science and engineering. We need
to continue seeking out opportunities and alliances within science, engineering and
industry; being outward-looking is crucial to thrive in the long term. Only in this
way, can we win this argument for a properly resourced AMSI.

Hyam is Chair of the National Committee for Mathematical
Sciences and was the Chair of the working party of the National Strategic Review of Mathematical Sciences Research
which was completed during 2006. He is interested in geometric topology, diﬀerential geometry, shortest networks and
has been at Melbourne University so long that he gets to walk
behind the Chancellor at academic processions for graduation
ceremonies.

Norman Do∗

Welcome to the Australian Mathematical Society Gazette’s Puzzle Corner. The
puzzles cover a range of diﬃculties, come from a variety of topics, and require a
minimum of mathematical prerequisites to be solved. And should you happen to
be ingenious enough to solve one of them, then the ﬁrst thing you should do is
send your solution to us.
In each Puzzle Corner, the reader with the best submission will receive a book
voucher to the value of $50, not to mention fame, glory and unlimited bragging
rights! Entries are judged on the following criteria, in decreasing order of importance: accuracy, elegance, diﬃculty, and the number of correct solutions submitted. Please note that the judge’s decision — that is, my decision — is absolutely
ﬁnal. Please e-mail solutions to ndo@math.mcgill.ca or send paper entries to:
Gazette of the AustMS, Birgit Loch, Department of Mathematics and Computing, University of Southern Queensland, Toowoomba, Qld 4350, Australia.
The deadline for submission of solutions for Puzzle Corner 15 is 1 January 2010.
The solutions to Puzzle Corner 15 will appear in the May 2010 issue of the Gazette.
This particular issue of the Puzzle Corner happens to be my last. However, puzzle
enthusiast Ivan Guo will continue to oﬀer mathematical mindbenders as well as
prestigious prizes in future editions of the Gazette. I would like to thank those
who have read, solved and contributed puzzles over the last three years. I hope
you continue to enjoy the Puzzle Corner in future.
Dollars and cents
In the years 1984 to 1988, the only Australian coins in use had denominations of
1 cent, 2 cents, 5 cents, 10 cents, 20 cents, 50 cents and 1 dollar. Prove that if it
was possible to pay for A cents with B coins, then it was also possible to pay for
B dollars with A coins.
Fair game

Photo: Emily Dallwitz

Albert tosses a fair coin 11 times while Betty tosses a
fair coin 10 times. What is the probability that Albert
obtained more heads than Betty?

∗ Department of Mathematics and Statistics, McGill University, Montréal H3A 2K6, Québec,
Canada. E-mail: ndo@math.mcgill.ca
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Evaluation
Let f (n) denote the number of times that the digit 9 occurs in the decimal representation of n. Evaluate the sum
2f (1) + 2f (2) + 2f (3) + · · · + 2f (1 000 000) .
Congruent cakes

Photo: Bruno Wood

Show that it is possible to bake a triangular cake
and cut it into 2009 congruent triangular pieces.
Matrix mayhem

(1) Suppose that you are given an m × n matrix
of real numbers and that you are allowed to
reverse the signs of all the numbers in any row or column. Prove that you can
continue to do this until the sums of the numbers in each row and column
are all non-negative.
(2) In an N × N matrix of numbers, the rows are pairwise distinct, where we
consider two rows to be distinct if they diﬀer in at least one entry. Prove
that there is a column which can be deleted in such a way that the rows of
the resulting matrix are still pairwise distinct.
(3) Let a1 , a2 , . . . , a100 , b1 , b2 , . . . , b100 be distinct real numbers. A 100 × 100 matrix M is given whose (i, j) entry is ai + bj . If the product of the numbers
in each column is equal to 1, prove that the product of the numbers in each
row is equal to −1.

Solutions to Puzzle Corner 13
The $50 book voucher for the best submission to Puzzle Corner 13 is awarded to
Reiner Pope.
Digital deduction
Solution by: Ivan Guo
We begin with the observation that the number of digits in n is equal to log10 n+1.
So the answer to this problem is simply
log10 22009  + log10 52009  + 2.
However, since log10 22009 +log10 52009 = log10 102009 = 2009 and neither log10 22009
nor log10 52009 can be integers, we know that log10 22009  + log10 52009  = 2008.
Therefore, the answer to the problem is 2010.
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Square, triangle and circle
Solution by: Alan Jones
Construct the equilateral triangle CDY where Y lies inside the square ABCD.
Then XADY is a parallelogram, so we have the equal lengths XY = AD = 1.
Therefore Y is the centre of a circle of radius 1 which passes through C, D and X.
Piles of stones
Solution by: Reiner Pope
We will prove that when we begin with n stones, the sum of the numbers will
always be n(n−1)
. We will prove this by strong induction, noting that the case of
2
one stone is clearly true. Now suppose that the statement is true for 1, 2, . . . , n − 1
stones and that we begin with n stones. If the ﬁrst move consists of dividing the
stones into two piles of sizes j and n − j, then the ﬁnal sum of the numbers will
be the product j(n − j) written on the board, plus the sum of the numbers for the
two smaller games played on the piles of sizes j and n − j. So by the induction
hypothesis, the ﬁnal sum of the numbers will be
j(j − 1) (n − j)(n − j − 1)
n(n − 1)
j(n − j) +
+
=
.
2
2
2
This shows that when we begin with n stones, the sum of the numbers will always
be n(n−1)
. Hence, when we begin with 25 stones, the sum of the numbers will
2
always be 300.
Do you know my number now?
Solution by: Kevin McAvaney
Suppose genius G has the integer 1 and genius H has the integer 2. If H asks ﬁrst,
then G must answer YES. If G asks ﬁrst, then H must answer NO and before
asking G who must then answer YES.
Suppose genius G has the integer 2 and genius H has the integer 3. If G asks
ﬁrst, then H must answer NO. Then G knows that H does not have the integer 1
and must follow with the answer YES. If H asks ﬁrst, then G must answer NO
and H must follow with the answer NO. Then G knows that H does not have the
integer 1 and must answer YES.
Assume that if the two integers are k and k + 1, then the genius with the integer
k answers YES after at most k − 1 NOs when the genius with the even number
asks ﬁrst, and answers YES after at most k NOs when the genius with the odd
number asks ﬁrst.
Now suppose genius G has the integer k + 1 and genius H has the integer k + 2.
• If k + 1 is odd and H asks ﬁrst, then after k NOs G will know that H does
not have the integer k and must answer YES.
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• If k + 1 is even and G asks ﬁrst, then after k NOs G will know that H does
not have the integer k and must answer YES.
• If k + 1 is odd and G asks ﬁrst, then after k + 1 NOs G will know that H
does not have the integer k and must answer YES.
• If k + 1 is even and H asks ﬁrst, then after k + 1 NOs G will know that H
does not have the integer k and must answer YES.
By induction, if the integers are n and n + 1, then one of the geniuses will answer
aﬃrmatively after at most n negative answers.
Fun with ﬂoors
Solution by: Alexander Hanysz
Deﬁne an n × n matrix A = (aij ) where aij = 1 if ij ≤ n and aij = 0 otherwise.
The ﬁrst row of A contains the number 1 exactly n times and for i ≥ 2, the number
of times that 1 occurs in the ith row is equal to the largest j such that ij ≤ n, that
is, logi n. Therefore, the sum of the entries in the matrix A is n + log2 n +
log3 n + · · · + logn n.
The ﬁrst column of A contains the number 1 exactly n times and for j ≥ 2, the
number of times that
1 occurs in the jth column is equal to the largest i such that
√
j
ij ≤ √
n, that is,

n.
Therefore,
the sum of the entries in the matrix A is also
√
√
n +  n +  3 n + · · · +  n n and the result follows by equating the two sums.
Noodling around
Solution by: James East
Write P (n, k) for the probability that, starting with n noodles, we end up with k
loops.
(1) At each step, if there are m unlooped noodles remaining — including long
noodles that have been created along the way — then joining two ends to1
gether will either create a loop or a long noodle, with probabilities 2m−1
and
2m−2
respectively.
So
we
see
that
2m−1
P (n, 1) =

(2n − 2)!!
(2n − 1)!!

and P (n, n) =

1
.
(2n − 1)!!

Here we have used the double factorial notation m!! = m(m − 2)(m − 4) · · · ,
where the product ends in 1 or 2 depending on the parity of m. When n =
100 we obtain
P (100, 1) ≈ 0.0887

and P (100, 100) ≈ 1.500 × 10−187 .

(2) Suppose now that 1 < k < n, and that we end up with k loops. If the ﬁrst
join creates a loop, we must then form k − 1 loops from the remaining n − 1
noodles. Otherwise, we must then create k loops from the remaining n − 1
noodles. Adding the relevant probabilities gives
2n − 2
1
P (n − 1, k − 1) +
P (n − 1, k).
P (n, k) =
2n − 1
2n − 1
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Writing S(n, k) =

(2n−1)!!
P (n, k),
2n−k

this recurrence takes the form

S(n, k) = S(n − 1, k − 1) + (n − 1)S(n − 1, k),
where S(n, 1) = (n − 1)! and S(n, n) = 1. In other words, S(n, k) are the
Stirling numbers of the ﬁrst kind. Rearranging gives the following formula
for P (n, k).
2n−k S(n, k)
P (n, k) =
.
(2n − 1)!!
(3) For a ﬁxed n, the expected value for the number of loops is simply
n
n


1
k · P (n, k) =
k2n−k S(n, k).
E(n) =
(2n − 1)!!
k=1

k=1

With some algebraic trickery, one can show that E(n + 1) = (2n + 1)E(n).
Along with the fact that E(1) = 1, this yields the rather satisfying expression
n

1
.
E(n) =
2k − 1
k=1

Putting n = 100 we obtain E(100) = 1 +

1
3

+

1
5

+ ··· +

1
199

≈ 3.2843.

Norman Do is currently a CRM-ISM Postdoctoral Fellow at McGill University in Montreal. He is an avid
solver, collector and distributor of mathematical puzzles. When not playing with puzzles, Norman performs research in geometry and topology, with a particular focus on moduli spaces of curves.

Terence Tao∗

Gazette: Could you tell us a bit about yourself ?
Tao: I was born here, in Australia, in 1975, in Adelaide. I grew up and stayed
here in Adelaide for 16 years. When I was a kid, I was accelerated. I skipped ﬁve
grades in primary school. This meant that I started high school at age 8. But I
was already taking more advanced maths classes (Year 11), even when I was in
primary school I took some high-school maths classes. And when I was at high
school I took some maths classes at uni. My mother and father had to arrange this
with the headmaster and the head of department, so it was very complicated. But
it all worked out. When I got my Bachelor degree at Flinders University, Garth
Gaudry, my advisor, recommended very strongly that I study abroad, so I went
to Princeton and completed a PhD. My advisor in Princeton recommended I stay
in the States. I’ve been with UCLA ever since, pretty much. Except I’ve spent a
few summers in Australia, at ANU and UNSW.
Gazette: When you skipped all these grades, did you skip them in all disciplines
or just maths?
Tao: It was staggered. At age 8 I was in Year 8 for things like English, PhysEd,
etcetera. But for maths I was in Year 11 or 12.
Gazette: Did your parents encourage you to become a mathematician?
Tao: I think initially they were at a loss. They didn’t know what it was that you
do as a mathematician. Once they realised that I liked maths more than physics,
they were happy to let me do what I liked and I’m very grateful for that. They
didn’t push me into something. In Asian cultures, there’s always a big pressure to
do something prestigious like medicine or law, but for some people this is not the
best career. I’m happy that they didn’t mind that I liked maths.
Gazette: Are your parents still in Adelaide?
Tao: Yes. I’m staying with them while I’m here. It’s good to be back. Adelaide
hasn’t changed much, and my parents haven’t changed much.

∗ UCLA Department of Mathematics, Los Angeles, CA 90095-1555, USA.
E-mail: tao@math.ucla.edu

This interview took place during the 2009 AustMS conference at the University of South Australia
in Adelaide.
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Gazette: Have you got any brothers and sisters?
Tao: I have two brothers, both younger than me. One is still in Adelaide and
works for the Defence Science and Technology Organisation, and the other is in
Sydney and works for Google. It was his dream job. He lobbied quite hard. He
even had a web page at one stage explaining why he should be hired by Google,
with his resume etcetera. It probably helped him getting the job. Google likes
that kind of thing.
Gazette: Have you ever considered working for Google yourself ?
Tao: Not really. I like academic maths too much. They do some interesting
problem-solving but most of it is programming. I can program, but I’m not as
good at that as I am at maths.
Gazette: What do you like most about academia?
Tao: I like academic freedom. You can work on your research, and it doesn’t have
to be directed. It doesn’t have to be what your boss is telling you to do. It is
very ﬂexible. And I like teaching, when you get the students to learn something
that they couldn’t see before. Their eyes light up: ‘Ah, I get it now’. And this
makes you feel like you’re doing something very useful. I like the culture: talking
to other mathematicians. Everyone who does mathematics does it because they
like mathematics. They are not doing it for the money.
Gazette: Do you do much teaching?
Tao: Nowadays I mostly teach graduate courses. I also have my own graduate
students, six graduate PhD students. They are quite mature. I’ve been gone all
month now, and they’ve been looking after themselves. So they’ve just sent me
an email with feedback for the last three weeks of what they have done. That’s
great. In my students I look for someone who is independent and mature and
hard-working. As long as they have some sense of mathematics, they don’t have
to be amazing. They can always pick this stuﬀ up later.
Gazette: Did you always like maths?
Tao: Yes, ever since I can remember. My parents tell me that at age 2 I was trying
to teach other kids how to count using number blocks. Although as a kid I had
a diﬀerent idea of what mathematics was than I do now. I thought it was always
puzzles and games. I didn’t really understand why we do mathematics until a lot
later. I certainly enjoyed doing the abstract. I also enjoyed doing arithmetic.
Gazette: Do you still like doing puzzles?
Tao: Not so much. I think I get enough of it at work.
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Gazette: What made you choose to study maths at school or uni?
Tao: It was what I enjoyed doing. As I said before, I really liked solving puzzles. I
really liked it when the rules were very clear: what was right and what was wrong.
So I had a lot of trouble with English. English was the subject I couldn’t get the
point of. ‘Write whatever you feel like?’ – what does that mean?
Gazette: Have you ever considered doing anything else?
Tao: When I was a kid I didn’t know what maths research was. I thought there
was someone who gave you problems to do and you do them, like a giant homework
project. When I was told you have to come up with your own research problems, I
had no idea. How does anyone do that? I remember thinking I’d be a shopkeeper.
This was something I understood. You could have inventory, and you’d buy things
and keep a record. That seems to make sense. I’ve done a little bit of consulting
for government agencies. This was nice, but I do like the academic environment
much better.
Gazette: Why do you do mathematics?
Tao: It is rewarding. When you discover something and it makes sense, you can
explain it to other people. You get this good feeling, like when you solve a crossword puzzle. You didn’t understand it before, now you do. You feel smarter.
You’ve really made some achievement. I really like the fact that you can always
build on what you did before and on what other mathematicians did before. It’s
not like fashion for example, where each year you do something very diﬀerent from
the previous year. I’ve only been doing research mathematics for 15 years, but I
can see how much the ﬁelds I’ve been working in have advanced and how our tools
are getting better. It’s great to be part of this progress.
Gazette: You’ve contributed quite a bit!
Tao: Not just me. There are a lot of really good mathematicians out there. Every
time there’s a breakthrough it’s great to hear about. I’m talking at the plenary
lecture here about Perelman’s work on the Poincare Conjecture. It’s a really great
achievement, and I had nothing to do with it!
Gazette: Is it diﬃcult to combine the life of a Fields Medal winner with family life
with your son and wife?
Tao: The Fields Medal doesn’t impress them. It is a big deal in mathematics and
right after I got it there was some media attention. But 99% of people in the
world have not heard of the Fields Medal. And even if they did, Los Angeles has
so many celebrities, I think it wouldn’t be a big deal. This is one reason why I
like living in LA, I can be anonymous — no-one cares. I wouldn’t want to be a
celebrity anyway. I give a public lectures, say 500 people show up, and I sometimes
wonder if they show up because they want to learn some maths or if a lot of them
just come because they’ve heard that’s this famous person. A little bit of this is
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good, but being a celebrity shouldn’t be the main aspect of yourself. You should
focus on the content.
Gazette: Has the medal changed your life in any way? Are you busier than ever?
Tao: I was already busy, and I’m still busy. I’m just busy in slightly diﬀerent
ways. It means that I get invited to more events. And I do feel I have more of a
responsibility of being a spokesperson or role model for mathematics. I’ve noticed
sometimes when I talk to other mathematicians, and I say something I didn’t really
think carefully about and people take what I say oﬀ-hand much more seriously.
‘Oh, this is very deep’, if I’m making some simple observation. Sometimes you
have to watch what you say a bit more.
Gazette: You have developed into a spokesperson for mathematics in Australia.
Tao: Yes. I got a lot out of my education in Australia. I do feel like I want to
give something back.
Gazette: What was the best career advice you have ever received?
Tao: Mostly people have led by example other than explicitly giving advice. I do
remember one thing my advisor told me once, which was very useful. I was writing
my ﬁrst paper, and I put a little joke in it. I thought I was being smart. He took
a look at me and said: ‘When you write a paper, this is something that will stay
in the record for ever. Thirty years from now people will still read it. What you
think is funny now, may not be funny thirty years from now’. He told me not
to put jokes in my papers. Looking back, that was actually pretty good advice:
don’t be a smart alec when you write. And it wasn’t a very good joke anyway.
Gazette: You’ve worked across so many areas. Is there a speciﬁc area you enjoy
the most?
Tao: I ﬁnd myself doing diﬀerent things in diﬀerent years. My work grows organically. If I ﬁnd something interesting and I can make some progress, I follow
that. At some point, I can’t proceed any further and something else is interesting
instead. It depends a lot on who I talk to. Most of my work is joint with other
people, from other ﬁelds and through them I learn what the interesting problems
are. For example, right now I’m focusing more on number theory and combinatorics and random matrices, but ﬁve years from now I’d be doing something very
diﬀerent. If there are problems that look like they are within reach of doing, and
something that I really know may be useful, I really need someone in that area to
talk to.
Gazette: Who are your main collaborators?
Tao: That keeps changing. Nowadays I work a lot with three people: Ben Green,
a number theorist who works at Cambridge, Tamar Ziegler who is an ergodic
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theorist in Israel, and Van Vu who is a probabilist at Rutgers. When I worked in
Australia, I worked with people at UNSW and ANU.
Gazette: What achievement are you most proud of ?
Tao: I don’t really look back. I always have many things on my plate. You can
solve one problem and feel great, and there are these other fourteen problems and
you still can’t solve them.
Gazette: What did the Fields Medal mean to you?
Tao: My ﬁrst reaction was ‘Wow’ ! There were some rumours that I would get it,
but I didn’t think I would actually get it in 2006. I had talked to a friend of mine,
another Fields Medalist, and he said he was notiﬁed in April. The meeting when
they announce the winner is in July. April went past and they never called me.
Then I got the call in May. The president of the IMU called and asked, ‘Is this
Terence Tao?’. I said, ‘Yes’. He said, ‘Congratulations. You have won the Fields
Medal’. I don’t remember what I said, but I was quite stunned. I wasn’t expecting
it. I feel I have to live up to the standard of all the other Fields medalists. You
become a representative of mathematics.
Gazette: Do you see a broader involvement in the Australian mathematical community as an important part of your role?
Tao: I try to help out where I can. I live in LA. A lot of what I know about
the situation in Australia is second-hand. I have a lot of friends and contacts
here [in Australia] of course. One good thing about coming here is that I can see
it ﬁrst-hand. I’m on the scientiﬁc advisory board of AMSI. I did meet with the
Australian Olympiad team in Bremen this year. I’m an expat, and would much
prefer if Australians based here [Australia] took a lead. But I’d help out where I
can.
Gazette: Is there any advice you could give to early career mathematicians?
Tao: Doing mathematics is a long-term thing. I’ve had grad students who said,
‘OK, I’m doing my PhD, and at the end of the four years, I’ll have learnt everything I need to know, and I’ll be a leader in the ﬁeld’. It doesn’t work that way!
You have to work through undergraduate, and through graduate, and even after
you ﬁnish, there is still a lot more to learn. Mathematics is huge. You have to
keep pushing yourself and not be content with doing just one or two things and
sit in this niche of mathematics and never venture out of it, if you want to really
progress. I’d describe it as like running a marathon. You can’t just sprint right
through it. You have to keep learning, and really enjoy doing mathematics. If you
don’t enjoy it, you won’t have the stamina to keep at it. But it is very rewarding
if you keep at it.
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Gazette: What are the diﬀerences between the situations of mathematics in the US
and in Australia?
Tao: There are a lot of diﬀerences. I think the Australian high-school level is still
a little bit better. It has its own problems, but the US system has been struggling
a lot longer with the issues of not enough qualiﬁed maths teachers, which I guess
is just beginning to happen now in Australia. I’ve taught both in Australia and
the US and the Australian students are better prepared. In Australia, universities
are mostly funded through the Government and they have to comply with Government directives. Their priorities are set by Government policies, for instance to
increase enrolments. In the US, there are public and private universities. Even in
the public universities, where the Government provides some funding to support
student tuition, the running of it is left to the administration at university level.
And much of the administration comes from academia. A lot of very good academics have decided to move into administration, so there are people there who
really understand the value of research. There’s a bit less bureaucracy in the US.
Universities don’t compete to get a certain level of students or of publications,
they compete for general prestige. They want a good name to attract students.
For this reason they value research more, and outreach and service. They don’t
focus just on numbers, which unfortunately is the focus in Australia.
Gazette: What direction would you like the AustMS go into?
Tao: They do a good job with the resources that they have. I’m very impressed
with this meeting, it seems to be well organised. [I’d like to see] more outreach
to high-school teachers or students. There are other organisations that do that,
of course. But that’s one thing we need – high-school students have no idea what
mathematics really is. There’s the education afternoon at this conference, which
is good, but maybe a bit more in that direction.
Gazette: Have you got any hobbies?
Tao: I used to. But since I’ve had a child, all my free time has gone away. First
I had a wife, and certain hobbies started to become less and less important, and
then the kid!
Gazette: Can you tell us something about your blog?
Tao: This is something I started two years ago. I used to just have a web page
to keep updates on my papers. But then I decided to make it 21st century and
make a blog. I’m really happy with the way it’s gone. I get a lot of comments.
For example, all the talks I gave in Australia I put on the blog weeks before, and
I’ve been getting feedback and corrections. It’s forced me to change my culture a
little bit. I was always inclined to keep everything secret until it’s all published.
It’s good for me, and a lot of people follow. It’s also a good way to tell people
some news.
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Gazette: You’ve published a book about your blog.
Tao: Actually, two books now. Every year, the idea is to take the mathematical
content of the blog (http://terrytao.wordpress.com/) and turn it into a book. I
put my lecture notes for the classes I teach on the blog, and they get corrected
and proofread. I get to publish a book a year!

Terence Tao was born in Adelaide, Australia in 1975. He
has been a professor of mathematics at UCLA since 1999,
having completed his PhD under Elias Stein at Princeton
in 1996. Tao’s areas of research include harmonic analysis, PDE, combinatorics, and number theory. He has received a number of awards, including the Salem Prize in
2000, the Bochner Prize in 2002, the Fields Medal and
SASTRA Ramanujan Prize in 2006, the MacArthur Fellowship and Ostrowski Prize in 2007, and the Waterman
Award in 2008. Terence Tao also currently holds the James
and Carol Collins chair in mathematics at UCLA, and is
a Fellow of the Royal Society, the Australian Academy
of Sciences (Corresponding Member), and the National
Academy of Sciences (Foreign member).
Photo: Reed Hutchinson, UCLA

7th joint Australia – New Zealand
Mathematics Convention
Rick Beatson∗

The seventh joint Australia New Zealand Mathematics Convention was held at
the University of Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand, 8–12 December 2008.
The conference combined two annual events, the Annual Meeting of the Australian
Mathematical Society, and the New Zealand Mathematics Colloquium.
The conference was a spectacular success. It ran very smoothly, and the IT, morning teas, and lecture rooms were complimented by many. It was attended by 303
delegates and thus was New Zealand’s largest mathematics meeting since the ﬁrst
joint mathematics convention held in Christchurch in 1978. The 303 delegates
comprised 118 Australians, 115 New Zealanders and substantial numbers from
Fiji, North America, Asia, Western and Eastern Europe, and elsewhere.
There were 10 plenary speakers of ‘international superstar’ status and 16 themed
special sessions attracting scores of high quality speakers.

Plenary speakers Jon Borwein and Carl de Boor (Photo: Birgit Loch)

The local organising committee is very grateful for the generous support of all our
sponsors. Substantial contributions towards invited speakers costs were made by
the Australian Mathematical Society and the Department of Mathematics, University of Canterbury. Other substantial sponsors were the New Zealand Institute
∗ Department of Mathematics and Statistics, University of Canterbury, Private Bag 4800,
Christchurch 8020, New Zealand. E-mail: r.beatson@math.canterbury.ac.nz
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for Mathematics and its Applications which sponsored a well attended and most
enjoyable reception at the Staﬀ Club on the Monday night, and also contributed
toward student travel costs. The New Zealand Mathematical Society contributed
some wonderfully untagged funding, and ANZIAM sponsored the travel of the
ANZIAM speaker.
Social highlights of the meeting were the receptions on Sunday and Monday nights, the
excursion to the Crater Rim Walkway, Sumner
Beach, or wineries, on the Wednesday afternoon, and the conference dinner on the Thursday night. The Australian Mathematical Society’s B.H. Neumann student prize was won by
Nicole Kleinstreuer and the NZMS Aitken student prize by Marieke Fischer.
The local organising committee would like to
express their thanks to the Australian Mathematical Society, Mathai Vhargese, and especially Elizabeth Billington, for their help in
making the convention a great success. We
would also like to thank Paul Brouwers for his
usual stellar work on IT and web support.
The conference made a slight proﬁt and we
are pleased to report that as well as returning the AUSTMS ﬂoat of NZ$4 696.46 we were
able to return an additional NZ$1725.07 being
AUSTMS’s half-share of the proﬁts.

Plenary speaker Cheryl Praeger
(Photo: Birgit Loch)

RickBeatsonisanAssociateProfessorattheDepartment
of Mathematics and Statistics, University of Canterbury. He specialises in the approximation theory and
numerical analysis of splines and kernel-based methods.
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‘Oh no. A woman doing mathematics!’
Cheryl E. Praeger∗

The 14th general meeting of the European Women in
Mathematics (EWM) took place in Novi Sad, Serbia
25–28 August 2009. I was one of the plenary speakers and am very grateful for partial support from
the Australian Embassy in Serbia for my travel expenses. It was such a good feeling for me to see
the Australian coat of arms on all the formal conference materials, along with logos of other sponsors
such as UNESCO. Too often support seems to go to
physical/sporting prowess, by-passing intellectual endeavours. So it was great to see such public support
for mathematics from Australia, and public it was.
The Acting Australian Ambassador Melanie Davies
attended the conference dinner, and the embassy’s publicity manager Irena Milojkovic attended the opening of a surprise exhibition organised for the conference
(not in the program) — which I was really thrilled to be asked to open. The
exhibition, entitled ‘Oh no. A woman doing
mathematics!’ was the ‘brain-child’ of Vanja
Barisic-Jokovic, who spear-headed public relations for the conference — more on Vanja’s efforts below.
The enthusiastic and friendly local organisers,
headed very eﬀectively, and seemingly tirelessly, by Professor Dušanka Perišić, did their utmost to make everyone feel welcome. A group of
(female and male) undergraduate mathematics
and physics students had volunteered to be our
English-speaking link to Serbia day and night
— literally. All participants were accommodated in a comfortable student residence and
the volunteers were there around the clock, eager to help and also discuss mathematics.
The branding and publicity for the conference Cheryl with the embassy’s publicity
manager, Irena Milojkovic
was handled pro bono by a professional public
relations agency led by Vanja Barisic-Jokovic,
and it was impressive. Newspapers, TV-stations, local politicians, everyone was
very much aware of the fact that a major mathematics conference was taking place.
∗ School of Mathematics and Statistics, The University of Western Australia, WA 6009.
E-mail: praeger@maths.uwa.edu.au
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All main talks were ﬁlmed by a professional camera crew and some participants
were interviewed on various issues about mathematics. The cameras followed us at
lunch breaks, on the conference trip to Sremski Karlovci and the delicious conference dinner at a restaurant on the bank of the Danube. A DVD with talks, walks
and also interviews with many participants is being produced and will be available
for download from the EMS-website1 . The wonderfully designed conference teeshirts, bags and programs showing the conference logo are true collectors’ items.

The volunteers (in their conference T-shirts) are presented with chocolate bars
at the closing ceremony

A very eﬃcient branding event took place at the Novi Sad maternity hospital,
where all babies born in the month of the conference will be given an all-in-one
baby suit decorated with the logo of the conference. Dressed in a green hospital
gown, I had the privilege of presenting baby suits personally to three mothers and
their one-day-old baby girls. I was accompanied in the hospital ward by Mr Jaques
Stokenborg, the Acting Ambassador of the Delegation of the European Community
in Serbia, which sponsored the gifts to the newborn children. We were surrounded
by TV cameras, the TV crew also decked out in green hospital gowns.

Cheryl presents an all-in-one baby suit to a new mother

1 http://www.math.helsinki.ﬁ/EWM/
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Needless to say, an EWM meeting is a high-proﬁle mathematics conference — a
glance at the list of plenary speakers (see below) will conﬁrm this including in
particular the 2009 European Mathematical Society Lecturer Ingrid Daubechies
(Princeton) who gave the ﬁrst three of her EMS-lectures at the Novi Sad meeting. However, an EWM meeting is much more than this. The joy and sense of
relief that comes from being among other women who are as passionate about
mathematics as oneself is diﬃcult to convey, and actually quite surprising the ﬁrst
time one attends such a meeting. The Novi Sad meeting was no exception to this.
The plenary speakers all began their talks by introducing themselves and their
background and provided both moving and encouraging tales about the road to
becoming a female mathematician.

Left to right: Ingrid Daubechies, Cheryl Praeger and
Acting Australian Ambassador Melanie Davies at the conference dinner

Scientiﬁc program
In 2008, the European Women in Mathematics and the European Mathematical
Society’s Women and Mathematics Committee jointly set up the EWM/EMS Scientiﬁc Committee2 . The members of this committee are 12 distinguished women
mathematicians, including Dusa McDuﬀ, Nina Uraltseva and Michèle Vergne. Currently chaired by Ulrike Tillmann (Oxford), the main function of this committee is
to advise on scientiﬁc programs and speakers for EWM and other related events.
The committee was consulted on the selection of the nine plenary speakers, at
the Novi Sad meeting. Their lectures covered a wide range of mathematical ﬁelds
including wavelets, stochastic partial diﬀerential equations, graph theory, entropy,
and applications in biological imaging, functional magnetic resonance imaging,
and virology:
• Ingrid Daubechies (Princeton, USA; 2009 EMS-lecturer)
• Nalini Anantharaman (Ecole Polytechnique, France)
• Barbara Lee Keyﬁtz (University of Ohio, USA)
2 http://womenandmath.wordpress.com/emsewm-scientiﬁc-committee/
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Jelena Kovačević (Carnegie Mellon University, USA)
Cheryl Praeger (University of Western Australia)
Marta Sanz-Solé (Barcelona University, Spain)
Tatiana Suslina (St. Petersburg State University, Russia),
Reidun Twarock (University of York, UK)
Brigitte Vallée (Université de Caen, France)

Interview with Ingrid Daubechies

Of the 71 registered participants from 25 countries, 27 gave contributed talks in
parallel sessions, and there were two poster sessions. All speakers and almost all
registered participants were women.
Conferences for a general audience
A mathematics conference spanning such a wide range of ﬁelds is both a challenge
and an opportunity. It is very natural for EWM general meetings to be of this
kind. Participants come from many diﬀerent ﬁelds, and hence will always comprise
a general audience.
To make the most of such a meeting is seen as an interesting and important task
for EWM and various ideas have been tested. At some EWM meetings, ‘planted
idiots’ have been appointed for each lecture by the organisers. The role of the
idiots is to ask ‘dumb’ questions during the lecture in order to ensure that the
lecturer explains concepts, which are not understood by a general audience; or
perhaps just by the idiot, but no-one will know! At some meetings, the lecturers have even discussed the talks beforehand with the idiots. Some lecturers ﬁnd
this interaction fruitful, while others certainly do not. Some meetings have had
a few themes and lectures have been progressive in order to actually teach the
participants new mathematics tools.
Another traditional conference event, the poster session, has been discussed and
experimented with at EWM meetings over the years. Various strategies which
have been adopted in the past include: (i) all participants should present posters;
(ii) posters are grouped according to ﬁeld; (iii) authors of the posters in each
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ﬁeld make an over-arching poster explaining the general ﬁeld and how the various
posters are connected; (iv) all posters have a picture of the author, so she can be
found without reading name-tags.
The most long-standing organisation for women in mathematics is the Association
for Women in Mathematics (AWM)3 , a non-proﬁt organisation founded in 1971
and based in the USA to encourage women and girls to study and have active
careers in the mathematical sciences, and to promote equal opportunity and the
equal treatment of women and girls in these areas. Its membership is currently
3000 (women and men) representing a broad spectrum of the mathematical community.
AWM is independent from, but has links to, its sister organisation the European
Women in Mathematics (EWM) founded in 1986, and with similar aims4 . EWM
has several hundred members in over 30 European countries. It has a standing
committee chaired by a convenor (currently Frances Kirwan from the UK, and
from January 2010, Marie-Françoise Coste Roy from France). EWM holds a biennial scientiﬁc meeting and general conference. Apart from the Novi Sad meeting
this year, the 2007 meeting was in Cambridge, UK, and the next meeting will be
in Barcelona, Spain in 2011. EWM also sponsors or co-organises various interim
meetings and other activities, for example, the satellite meeting ICWM 20105 of
the International Congress of Mathematicians to be held in Hyderabad, India, in
August 2010.
A second organisation in Europe is the European Mathematical Society’s Women
and Mathematics Committee6 (currently chaired by Sylvie Paycha, France). The
function of this committee is to undertake any actions which will help or promote women mathematicians in Europe. Past activities have included gathering
statistics on the numbers of women in diﬀerent countries and setting up a blog for
women mathematicians7 .
Where to for Australian women in mathematics?
Australian women in mathematics comprise a smaller group than our American
and European counterparts, and we do not have an equivalent organisation and
infrastructure. We do, though, have a growing cohesion, judging from the enthusiasm evident during the Women in Mathematics lunch and presentations at the
annual Australian Mathematical Society conference just past.
What would a Women in Mathematics group in Australia (AustWM?) wish to
achieve? Hopefully more than just ‘feel good’ talks at the annual conference combined with a free lunch! Perhaps AustMS could set up an Australian Mathematical
Society Women and Mathematics Committee which, in analogy with its European

3 http://www.awm-math.org/
4 http://www.math.helsinki.ﬁ/EWM/
5 http://www.icm2010.org.in/docs/ICWM2010.pdf
6 http://www.euro-math-soc.eu/comm-women.html
7 http://womenandmath.wordpress.com/
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counterpart, would ‘undertake any actions which will help or promote women
mathematicians’ in Australia. Just one of its functions might be the selection of
the Hanna Neumann Lecturer for the Society’s annual meeting, and arranging for
the Hanna Neumann Lecturer to be involved in an AustWM session at the annual
meeting in addition to the plenary lecture. There are many possible AustWM
initiatives. One of my young woman colleagues suggested:
. . . perhaps a scholarship for a female student or early career academic —
someone for whom this would make a big diﬀerence; perhaps a female speaker
invited from outside the Australian Mathematical Society to give a presentation at the Women in Maths lunch - not on their research topic, but on
women in maths?

Acknowledgement
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President of the Australian Mathematical Society from
1992 to 1994, and is currently on the Executive Committee
of the International Mathematical Union.
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ANZIAM 2009
The 45th Applied Mathematics Conference
Peter Johnston∗

The 45th annual ANZIAM Conference was held in Caloundra on Queensland’s
Sunshine Coast from Sunday 1 February to Thursday 5 February. This lovely destination was chosen in keeping with the theme that the conference should be held
away from major cities. However, access was easy with shuttle bus services running from both Brisbane and Sunshine Coast airports. The venue was also within
easy walking distance of some of Queensland’s best beaches and waterways. We
thought that we were in for a repeat of last year’s wet weather, with our traditional
Sunday evening barbecue again forced indoors due to rain on previous days and
forecast evening rain. Despite this initial setback the weather remained warm and
humid for the remainder of the conference.
The conference was opened bright and early on Monday morning by Professor Jim Hill from the University of Wollongong, the winner of the 2008 ANZIAM
medal. Following Jim’s address, the conference heard
presentations covering the gamut of applied mathematics. In total, 114 contributed talks were presented,
each of 15 minutes duration and covering three parallel sessions. This year, students contributed 46 talks,
comprising over one-third of the presentations. Overall, there were a total of 131 registrations at the conference.

Professor Jim Hill opens the
45th ANZIAM Conference

The broad spectrum of applied mathematics on show
at the conference was also evident in the talks presented by the invited speakers:

• Jim Hill (University of Wollongong) (ANZIAM medallist, 2008), ‘Geometry
and mechanics of carbon nanotubes and gigahertz nano-oscillators’;
• Graham Weir (Industrial Research Ltd, NZ), ‘New developments in mathematical models of geothermal ﬁelds’;
• Ian Turner (Queensland University of Technology), ‘Error bounds for least
squares gradient estimates’;
• Guy Latouche (Université Libre de Bruxelles, Belgium), ‘Structured Markov
chains: applied probability and numerical analysis’;
• Philip Maini (Oxford University, UK), ‘Modelling aspects of cancer growth’;
∗ School of Biomolecular and Physical Sciences, Griﬃth University, Nathan, Qld, 4111.
Email: P.Johnston@griﬃth.edu.au
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• Natashia Boland (University of Newcastle), ‘Solving industry problems with
integer programming: recent experience and challenges’;
• Jerzy Filar (University of South Australia), ‘Controlled Markov chains, graphs
and Hamiltonicity’;
• Kerrie Mengersen (Queensland University of Technology) ‘Interpreting images: Blending expertise from statistics and computational mathematics’.
All speakers gave entertaining talks, each providing an overview of their recent
research.
Students attending this year’s conference were the ﬁrst to take advantage of the
Student Support Scheme created under the sponsorship of CSIRO. The scheme
was created to help students attend conferences and be exposed to a wide variety
of applied mathematics and applied mathematicians. This year, 16 students were
supported by the scheme, on average receiving $500 each.
As usual, the social aspects of the conference were a highlight, particularly on
Tuesday’s free afternoon. The main activity was an Australia versus the Rest of
the World volleyball match organised by Mark McGuinness (Victoria University,
Wellington). Remarkably, after three matches, played on three diﬀerent afternoons, the result was a tie! (I think we really need Mark to explain that one.)
The conference dinner was also a highlight of the conference. We were privileged
to have Jill Pillow as a guest at the dinner to present the inaugural A.F. Pillow
Applied Mathematics Top-up Scholarship to Christopher Lustri from Queensland
University of Technology. This scholarship is sponsored by the A.F. Pillow Applied Mathematics Trust and is valued at $10 000 per annum for up to three years.
The aim of the scholarship is to increase the quantity and quality of postgraduate
students in the ﬁeld of applied mathematics in Australia. Jill gave a wonderful
speech, recalling many aspects of Fenton’s life, not all related to mathematics.

Mrs Jill Pillow presents Chris Lustri with the inaugural A.F. Pillow Applied Mathematics
Top-up Scholarship as ANZIAM Chair. Professor Phil Howlett looks on.
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Also at the conference dinner, the J.H. Michell
medal for the outstanding young researcher
was awarded to Scott McCue from Queensland University of Technology. The citation
for Scott was read by Mick Roberts, the
Chair of the Michell Medal committee. The
T.M. Cherry Prize for the best student presentation was won by Samuel Cohen from The
University of Adelaide. Chair of the Cherry
panel, Mark Nelson, commended the record
number of student speakers on the outstanding overall quality of their talks. In light
of this, the committee awarded Honourable
Mentions to Jennifer Flegg (QUT), Michael
Winner of the 2009 J.H. Michell medal,
Haythorpe (UniSA), Roselyn Hickson (ADFA),
Scott McCue, listens as Mick Roberts
Giang Nguyen (UniSA) and Aaron Thornton
reads the citation.
(Wollongong). In addition to Mark, the other
T.M. Cherry Prize committee members were Bob Anderssen (CSIRO), Alona BenTal (Massey), Bronwyn Hajek (UniSA), Frank de Hoog (CSIRO), Phil Howlett
(UniSA), Kerry Landman (Melbourne), Scott McCue (QUT), Mark McGuinness
(Victoria, NZ), Graeme Wake (Massey) and Songping Zhu (Wollongong). Our
thanks go to this hard-working committee for their eﬀorts in fostering and rewarding the research eﬀorts of the next generation of applied mathematicians.
Another highlight of the evening was the presentation of the Cherry Ripe award
selected by the students and chaired by Melanie Roberts. This award went to
Phil Maini from Oxford, reﬂecting the quality of the invited speakers. Finally,
Graeme Hocking (Murdoch) also won a consolation prize for yet again having his
talk scheduled on the ﬁnal morning of the conference, thereby precluding him from
the competition for the main prize.

Mark Nelson (right) congratulates Samuel Cohen on winning the 2009 T.M. Cherry Prize.

In conclusion, I would like to thank the many people I worked with to stage this
event and without whose hard work and dedication it would not have happened.
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Firstly, the local organising committee of Troy Farrell (treasurer), Scott McCue
(secretary) and Graeme Pettet (registrations) (all from QUT) made the day-today lead-up to the conference very easy. Tony Roberts (who began locally at
USQ, but moved back to Adelaide midway through the organisation) did a great
job of looking after the conference web site and producing the book of abstracts.
Thanks must also go to Hugh Possingham (UQ) and his committee for producing
an excellent group of invited speakers covering a wide range of applied mathematics topics. Finally, the organising committee gratefully acknowledges our major
sponsor, Griﬃth University, for a donation of $4000 towards the general running
of the conference.
For those interested in the conference or those who might like to see a photo of
themselves, Mark McGuinness has created a web site containing photos from the
conference (see http://homepages.ecs.vuw.ac.nz/∼markm/ANZIAM09).

Peter Johnston began his mathematics career with an Honours
Degree from the University of Tasmania. He subsequently obtained a PhD from the University of Queensland. This was
followed by several years working in industry with BHP Research in Melbourne. He returned to Tasmania to study inverse problems in the Medicine Department at the University of Tasmania. The beginning of the millennium saw Peter
move to Griﬃth University where he is currently an Associate
Professor and Head of Applied Mathematics. He has research
interests in numerical analysis, numerical and computational
techniques and modelling electrophysiological phenomena of
the human heart.
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Higher Degrees and Honours Bachelor Degrees
in mathematics and statistics
completed in Australia in 2008
Peter Johnston∗

This report presents data relating to students who completed Honours or Higher
Degrees in Mathematics during 2008. The data are part of an on going project
for the Australian Mathematical Society and should be read in conjunction with
previous reports [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9] covering the period 1993–2007.
Appendix 1 presents data for students completing Honours degrees in 2008, at
all universities in Australia. Within each institution, the data are broken down
into male and female students and into the three traditional areas of mathematics: pure, applied and statistics. There is also the general category ‘Mathematics’
for institutions which do not diﬀerentiate between the conventional areas. Finally,
there is an ‘Other’ category for newer areas of mathematics such as ﬁnancial mathematics. Each category is further broken down into grades of Honours awarded.
The appendix shows that in 2008 there were 158 Honours completions in Australia, with 108 (68%) receiving First Class Honours (compared with 119 out of
174 (68%) in 2007 and 106 out of 154 (69%) in 2006). Despite a slight decrease in
total numbers, the quality of the students remains consistent.
Figure 1 presents the total number of students completing Honours degrees in
Mathematics over the period 1959–2008. It shows that in 2008 there was a decrease in the number of Honours completions over the previous year, but the
number is similar to numbers reported for most of the current decade. The ﬁgure
also shows the numbers of male and female students who completed Honours over
the same time period. For last year the number of male students again increased
to 123 (up from 120), and there was a signiﬁcant decrease in the number of female
students (35, down from 54).
Appendix 2 presents the data for Higher Degree completions in 2008. The data
are broken down into Coursework Masters, Research Masters and PhD degrees,
with the latter two divided into the three typical areas of mathematics. These
data are also represented in Figure 2, as part of the overall Higher Degree data
for the period 1959–2008. The ﬁgure shows that:
(1) There was a slight decrease in the number of PhD completions, but it was
still the equal second highest number recorded. In 2008, there were 76 PhD
completions, of which 51 were by male students and 25 by female students.
This presents a decrease in the number of male students (61 in 2007) and an
increase in the number of female students (17 in 2007).
∗ School of Biomolecular and Physical Sciences, Griﬃth University, Nathan, QLD 4111.
Email: P.Johnston@griﬃth.edu.au
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(2) The number of Research Masters completions has risen again after a dip last
year.
(3) There was only a slight decrease in the number of coursework masters completions.
For those who are interested in the ﬁner details, the raw data are available from
links on the web page http://www.cit.gu.edu.au/maths. There is an Excel spreadsheet containing the complete data for 2008 as well as spreadsheets containing
cumulative data from 1959 for Honours, Research Masters and PhD degrees.
I would like to thank the many people who took the time and eﬀort to collect this
data and forward it to me. This year I received 30 out of a possible 38 responses
to requests for data, similar to last year’s response rate. Finally, if having read
this report, you would like to contribute missing data for 2008, I can add it to the
data on the website.
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Appendix 1. Number of Honours degrees completed
in mathematics and statistics, 2008.
Uni.

Sex

ACU

M
F
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
F

ADF
ANU
BOU
CDU
CQU
CSU
CUT
DKU
ECU
FDU
GFU

Maths
I IIA IIB III

Pure
I IIA IIB III

5

Applied
I IIA IIB III

1

Statistics
I IIA IIB III

1

1
1

1
2

1

3
1

2
1

3

5

2

1

1

1

1

1
1

2

Other
I IIA IIB III

1

JCU
LTU
MDU
MNU
MQU
QUT
RMT

M
F
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
F

1
9
1

1

1
1
1
1
1

SCU
SUT
UAD
UBR

M
F
M
F
M
F

5

3

1

2

1

UCB
UMB

M
F

4
2

1

2

7
3

1
3

1
1

2
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

UNC
UNE
UNS
UQL

M
F
M
F
M
F

1

2
1

6

6
1

USA
USN

M
F

9

M
F
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
F

1

1

8

1

2

USQ
UTM
UTS
UWA
UWG
UWS

1
1
1

2

1

1
1

1
1

1
1
1

1
1

1

1

VUT
Totals

2 2

0

0

46 5

5

0

41 15

3

2

16 10

2

1

3 3

1

1

Honours
Total
0
0
0
0
9
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
18
3
1
0
10
1
1
3
0
0
0
0
13
3
0
0
0
0
21
13
0
0
0
0
3
1
12
1
0
0
21
0
0
0
2
1
2
0
5
2
2
4
0
0
0
0
158
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Appendix 2. Number of research higher degrees completed
in mathematics and statistics, 2008
Uni.

Sex

ACU

M
F
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
F

ADF
ANU
BOU
CDU
CQU
CSU
CUT
DKU
ECU
FDU
GFU

Coursework
Masters

Research Masters
Pure Applied Statistics

2

5
7

2
1

JCU
LTU
MDU
MNU
MQU
QUT
RMT

M
F
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
F

1
2
4
1
6
6

SCU
SUT
UAD
UBR

M
F
M
F
M
F

1

1

UCB
UMB

M
F

UNC
UNE
UNS
UQL

M
F
M
F
M
F

3
1

1

USA
USN

M
F

1

USQ
UTM
UTS
UWA
UWG
UWS

M
F
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
F

1

7
2
9
10

VUT
Totals

54

1

5

14

Research Masters
Total
0
0
0
0
5
7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
20

PhD
Pure Applied Statistics

5

1
1
4
1
1
1

2
1
3
2
1
2
1
4
1
3

2
2

1

1

3

2
3

3

4

1

1

1
1

1

2

1

2

4

23

2
3

1
1

36

17

PhD
Total
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
4
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
1
0
3
2
1
2
0
0
1
0
6
4
3
0
0
0
2
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
9
3
0
0
5
0
0
0
0
3
1
0
3
0
3
4
0
0
0
0
76
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Ed Smith
Edgar Roderick Smith was born in Melbourne on 17 September 1944. He obtained his secondary education at Scotch College, where he was Dux of the
school in 1961, progressing to the University of Melbourne with the awards of
a General Exhibition, a Special Exhibition in Physics and an Education Department Senior Scholarship. At the university, lifelong friend Tony Guttmann
recalls that Ed enlivened every activity, frequently joining the engineers for the
important task of beer drinking.
Ed graduated from the University of Melbourne with a BSc (1964) and an MSc
(1966) and won a Commonwealth Scholarship to Imperial College London. He
obtained his PhD in 1971 under the supervision of Oliver Penrose with a thesis
entitled Statistical mechanics of some non-homogeneous lattice systems.
He then brieﬂy worked at the Open University (UK) and at the ANU, before joining the University of Newcastle (1973–1977). In 1977 he returned to
Melbourne University, ﬁrst as a Senior Lecturer and then as a Reader.
During this period, Simon de Leeuw, John Perram and Ed published ‘Simulation of electrostatic systems in periodic boundary conditions I’, Proc. R. Soc.
Lond. 373A (1980) 27–56. At the time, Monte-Carlo and molecular dynamics simulations of N interacting particles under periodic boundary conditions
could readily be performed by standard methods if the lattice sums involved
were absolutely convergent. The paper investigated the case where the lattice
sums are (conditionally) convergent, but not absolutely convergent. This publication became an absolute classic, with 867 citations as of August this year
(and this despite the result now being in standard texts).
In 1986, Ed was appointed Professor of Mathematics at La Trobe University
and immediately took up with zest the roles as a leader in research and teaching
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and in inﬂuencing the appointment and career development of academic staﬀ.
One of his earliest contributions was to play an instrumental role in the appointment of staﬀ who could help implement his vision for applied mathematics. Several of these early appointees have subsequently themselves become
professors, thoroughly vindicating his judgment.
Another of his early contributions was to play a leading role in the restructuring of the Department’s teaching program, in particular ensuring a solid base
at second-year level for the development of applied mathematics. This early
work involved Ed constructing from scratch two of the central second-year
teaching units, vector calculus and partial diﬀerential equations, including the
production of printed texts and extensive sets of class problem sheets. At
La Trobe, restructuring has been a regular task and Ed always responded
by playing a leading role, throughout his career in the Department. His latest
contribution of this type was just last year, when he developed revised subjects
in mechanics at second-year and scientiﬁc computation at third-year level.
Ed was a strong believer in the synergy between teaching and research, and
research was for him a passion. When he was excited about a result he had
discovered, any colleague who entered his oﬃce was given ﬁrm instructions
to sit down and was then told the details of the discovery. Alternatively, he
would emerge from his oﬃce and explain to the ﬁrst suitable colleague what
he had been doing. After smoking indoors became forbidden in the University,
Ed could frequently be found doing computations or seeing colleagues in his
‘outside oﬃce’ on the veranda, while he enjoyed a cigarette.
Ed’s published work extended to over a hundred papers, published in leading
journals, including many in the Proceedings of the Royal Society of London,
whose long tradition of promoting scientiﬁc excellence was dear to Ed’s heart.
In addition to his collaborations relating to the simulation of charged and
dipolar ﬂuids, his works published in this journal include his contributions to
the theory of the Madelung constant — the electrostatic energy of an ionic
crystal. It was shown that for the electrostatics energy to be a minimum, the
surface of the crystal must be such that the total dipole moment vanished.
Soon after this work was published, Ed was most pleased to receive from an
experimentalist stable pieces of ionic crystals conﬁrming his theory.
Ed was a very versatile researcher, using techniques ranging from elaborate
computer simulations to intricate technically involved calculations, written out
carefully in his elegant handwriting. He used his broad knowledge of science
and his considerable skills in mathematical modelling to apply these techniques
to a wide range of applied problems. Some indication of this is provided by
the range of topics covered by his graduate students, which included statistical
mechanics, acoustic scattering and trajectory reconstruction for bloodstains.
His public standing as a mathematical modeller led to his role as an expert
witness in the Jaidyn Leskie murder trial.
Ed’s time available for research was greatly diminished during his tenure as
Dean and Pro Vice-Chancellor, but he devoted himself to it with renewed
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gusto after his return to full-time work in the Department. During this period
he made very signiﬁcant progress on problems which he had been trying to
solve for years. It is a tragedy that this work was cut short by his untimely
death.
When the Faculty of Science, Technology and Engineering was established in
1994, Ed’s enthusiasm for research and his broad scientiﬁc knowledge made
him an obvious appointee as the inaugural Associate Dean (Research). In this
role, he took a keen interest, not only in the promotion of research activity
within the Faculty but also in the academic content of the research itself. His
success was indicated by the invitation to take up the position of Dean when
it became vacant. In his work as Dean, Ed was able to take advantage of his
strong advocacy skills, broad scientiﬁc knowledge, enthusiasm for the development of scientiﬁc knowledge and belief in the fundamental importance of
science within society. It was, however, a very diﬃcult time to be Dean, with
the responsibility of implementing decisions, made at University level, which
had a negative impact, via budget cuts and staﬀ losses, on both the work of
the Faculty and the personal circumstances of staﬀ members. As a deeply
caring person, Ed felt the latter to be a particularly stressful feature and, all
in all, this was not the happiest time of his career.
After his term as Dean, Ed took on the full-time senior management position
of Pro Vice-Chancellor (Information Technology). This enabled him to play
a signiﬁcant role in the development of University policy and to contribute to
the key decision making bodies within the University. However, Ed’s approach
to the position was ﬁrmly linked to his passion for teaching and research. One
example of this was his decision, following the University’s introduction of
a Learning Management System, to take a leadership role in the production
of on-line teaching materials. He did this by himself developing an on-line
unit in ﬂuid mechanics, which was a herculean task leading to an intricately
structured teaching resource of high quality. The resulting unit is currently
being undertaken by a group of third-year students.
Being a real Renaissance man, Ed was widely read and treasured learning and
books. When the University needed a translation of a new staﬀ member’s
overseas degree, Ed was the only one available in the University who could
translate it from Latin!
Ed also applied his considerable woodworking skills (acquired early on when
lack of ﬁnances led him to make his own home furniture) within the University. He was a highly valued member for many years of a weekly lunchtime
discussion group, titled the Seminar on the Sociology of Culture, which met to
hear speakers and have discussions on a broad range of intellectual issues. Ed
felt that this group deserved a better dining table than it was using and so he
built a beautifully crafted, elliptical one himself, including two inlaid stars set
at the focal points, made from fragments of the original Lone Pine at Gallipoli
— fragments that had been souvenired by his grandfather.
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This luncheon group was one of the many ways in which Ed engaged in the
broader academic life of the University. His role as professor of the discipline
therefore extended to a role as a member of the community of professors, taking forward the academic life of the University. Ed also had a keen sense of
the tradition of university scholarship and ceremony and, in his distinctive
academic dress, was a regular supporter of traditional academic functions.
Ed was a friendly and generous person, keen to provide help to colleagues when
they needed support. Shortly after his return to the Department from his role
of Pro Vice-Chancellor, he decided that the esprit de corps would be lifted by
celebrating the Department’s recent successes in winning teaching awards and
in leading the national rankings in the Course Experience Questionnaire. His
generosity of approach led him to provide an abundant supply of champagne
for a celebratory occasion. Ed also had a strong sense of humour and very
clever quick wit. Examples of this should perhaps remain unprinted.
When praising the work of colleagues, Ed liked to quote Geoﬀrey Chaucer’s
description of the clerk of Oxenford — ‘And gladly wolde he lerne and gladly
teche’. This description applied par excellence to Ed.
Ed passed away in London on 27 July 2009. He is survived by his wife Sian,
and by his ﬁve children. A scholarship in his honour has been established at
La Trobe.
Reinout Quispel1 and Peter Stacey1
(with contributions by Peter Forrester and Tony Guttmann)

1

Department of Mathematics and Statistics, La Trobe University, VIC 3086.
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A generalised converse mean value theorem
Ricardo Almeida∗

Abstract
We present a converse of the mean value theorem for functions deﬁned on
arbitrary normed spaces.

Introduction
Given a diﬀerentiable function f : I ⊆ R → R and a point c ∈ I, are there real
numbers a, b ∈ I such that c ∈]a, b[ and f (b) − f (a) = f  (c)(b − a)? A simple
example shows that the converse of the mean value theorem may fail. For the
function f (x) = x3 , x ∈ [−1, 1] and c = 0, we have f  (0) = 0 yet f is one-to-one.
Suﬃcient conditions for the above converse to hold are established in [1].
Theorem 1 ([1]). Let f : [a, b] → R be a continuous function and diﬀerentiable in
]a, b[. Given c ∈ ]a, b[, let k0 > 0 be such that ]c − k0 , c + k0 [ ⊆ ]a, b[. If, for all
k ∈ ]0, k0 [,
(1) f  (c − k) < f  (c) < f  (c + k) then there exist a1 , b1 ∈ ]a, b[ with c ∈ ]a1 , b1 [
and f (b1 ) − f (a1 ) = f  (c)(b1 − a1 ).
(2) f  (c − k) ≤ f  (c) ≤ f  (c + k) then there exist a1 , b1 ∈ ]a, b[ with c ∈ [a1 , b1 ]
and f (b1 ) − f (a1 ) = f  (c)(b1 − a1 ).
A method to compute a1 and b1 is given in [2]. Both papers concern real valued
functions of a real variable.
Below we shall generalise Theorem 1 for real functions deﬁned on open sets of
normed spaces.

A generalisation of the converse of the mean value theorem
Let E be a normed space and for each x, y ∈ E, as usual, [x, y] denotes the closed
line segment with endpoints x and y.
Let U be an open set of E, x ∈ U and F a normed space. Given a function
f : U → F , we say that f is diﬀerentiable at x if there exists a continuous linear

Received 28 January 2009; accepted for publication 18 August 2009.
∗ Department of Mathematics, University of Aveiro, Campus Universitário de Santiago, 3810-193
Aveiro, Portugal.
E-mail: ricardo.almeida@ua.pt
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map Dfx : E → F such that
f (x + h) − f (x) = Dfx (h) + |h|φ(h),
where φ is such that

lim φ(h) = 0.

h→0

Theorem 2. Let U be an open subset of E, f : U ⊆ E → R be a C 1 function and
c ∈ U and v ∈ E be such that
[c − v, c + v] ⊆ U

(1)
Dfc−tv (v) ≤ Dfc (v) ≤ Dfc+tv (v).

for all t ∈ ]0, 1]

(2)

Then there exist a, b ∈ U satisfying
f (b) − f (a) = Dfc (b − a)

and

c ∈ [a, b].

Proof. Let us ﬁx , k ∈ R such that 0 <  < k < 1. Deﬁne
f (c + ( − k)v) − f (c + kv)
L :=
∈ R.
 − 2k
First case: Suppose
L ≥ Dfc (v).
Deﬁne a continuous function g : [0, 1] → R by
g(t) :=

f (c + ( − k)v) − f (c + tkv)
.
 − (1 + t)k

Note that
g(1) = L ≥ Dfc (v).
By the mean value theorem, for each t ∈ [0, 1], there exists d(t) ∈ [c + ( − k)v, c +
tkv] such that
f (c + ( − k)v) − f (c + tkv) = Dfd(t) (( − (1 + t)k)v).
Thus, for some d(0) ∈ [c + ( − k)v, c],
g(0) = Dfd(0) (v).
If d(0) = c, then

f (c + ( − k)v) − f (c) = Dfc (( − k)v)
and the theorem is proved for a = c and b = c+(−k)v. If that is not the case, that
is d(0) ∈ [c + ( − k)v, c[, by the hypothesis of the theorem, we have g(0) ≤ Dfc (v).
Then the existence of t ∈ [0, 1] satisfying the condition g(t) = Dfc (v) follows from
the intermediate value theorem, and
f (c + ( − k)v) − f (c + tkv) = Dfc (( − (1 + t)k)v).
In this case we take a = c + tkv and b = c + ( − k)v.
Second case: L < Dfc (v).
Now deﬁne the continuous function h : [/k, 1] → R by
h(t) :=

f (c + ( − tk)v) − f (c + kv)
.
 − (1 + t)k
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For each t ∈ [/k, 1], there exists d(t) ∈ [c + ( − tk)v, c + kv] satisfying
f (c + ( − tk)v) − f (c + kv) = Dfd(t) (( − (1 + t)k)v).
Then h(1) < Dfc (v) and h(/k) = Dfd(/k) (v), for some d(/k) ∈ [c, c + kv]. If
d(/k) = c, then
f (c + kv) − f (c) = Dfc (kv)
and we choose a = c and b = c + kv. If d(/k) ∈ ]c, c + kv] then h(/k) ≥ Dfc (v).
Again, by the intermediate value theorem, there exists some t ∈ [/k, 1[ with
h(t) = Dfc (v), that is
f (c + ( − tk)v) − f (c + kv) = Dfc (( − (1 + t)k)v)
and in this case we take a = c + kv and b = c + ( − tk)v.
It is obvious that the last theorem holds if we replace condition (2) by
for all t ∈]0, 1]

Dfc+tv (v) ≤ Dfc (v) ≤ Dfc−tv (v).
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Square products of punctured sequences
of factorials
Rick Mabry∗ and Laura McCormick∗∗

Abstract
The
 following problem is solved: for a positive integer n, for what m is
( n
k=1 k!)/m! a perfect square (1 ≤ m ≤ n)?

The following appeared in Puzzle Corner 11 [7, p. 13] of a recent issue of this
Gazette.
Factorial fun
The numbers 1!, 2!, 3!, . . . , 100! are written on a blackboard. Is it possible to erase one of the numbers so that the product of the remaining
99 numbers is a perfect square?
The solution is given in [8, p. 178]. The problem has appeared elsewhere, for instance (as Norman Do, editor of The Puzzle Corner, informed us) as a contest
problem. We found it in the 17th ‘Tournament of Towns’ (Spring 1996, Problem #3, O-Level for Seniors, contributed by S. Tokarev) [9].
In such a contest, using a computer to tackle the problem is likely to be grounds for
disqualiﬁcation. But if one is not bound by such rules or sensibilities and is unable
to resist writing a quick line of code, the puzzle’s answer is available quickly: ‘Yes,
erase the number 50! to get a perfect square’. However, having cheated in this
way, one is then obliged to give a proper solution, and to generalise or otherwise
make amends. We submit this note as such a gesture.
Upon seeing the answer above, one is immediately tempted to make this conjecture: with arbitrary even n instead of 100, the answer will be ‘Yes, erase (n/2)!’.
But this is false, since for n = 98, we have to ‘erase’ the number 50!, not 49!, while
for n = 102, no such erasable number exists! Something funny is going on here.
This much is true: If 4 | n, then the n/2-conjecture holds, as we will prove below.
But it is still more interesting than that, since for n = 96 one can erase either 48!
or 49! to obtain a perfect square. Furthermore, it appears that there is no solution
for odd n.
Received 27 May 2009; accepted for publication 28 August 2009.
∗ Department of Mathematics, Louisiana State University in Shreveport, One University Place,
Shreveport, LA 71115-2399, USA.
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Shortly, we will prove a few Fun Factorial Facts (FFF’s) that allow us to completely
solve the more general
Factorial Fun Problem
Let n be a positive integer. For which m is
square (1 ≤ m ≤ n)?

1
m!

n
k=1

k! a perfect

We will let FFP(n) refer to the problem above for speciﬁc values of n and we
will write m ∈ F(n) if m is one of the solutions to FFP(n). The answer to the
originally stated FFP(100) is that F(100) = ∅, since 50 ∈ F(100). This is proved
in Fun Factorial Fact 1 below.
n
Letting n$ := k=1 k! (a quantity occasionally called the superfactorial of n,
though this term sometimes has other meanings) and letting denote the set of
positive square integers, FFP(n) asks whether n$/m! ∈ for some 1 ≤ m ≤ n.
However, if y is a factor of x, then x/y ∈
⇔ xy ∈ , so m ∈ F(n) if and only
if n$m! ∈ . Therefore, we will use this formulation of the problem from now on,
since multiplying is more convenient than dividing:
FFP(n). For which m (1 ≤ m ≤ n) is n$ m! ∈

?

We will answer the original problem in the aﬃrmative by proving that if k is a
positive integer, then (4k)$(2k)! ∈ , or equivalently, 2k ∈ F(4k).
All of our variables represent positive integers unless otherwise stated.
FFF 1. 2k ∈ F(4k) for each k.
The proof of FFF 1 will be given momentarily. Now x ∈ if and only if all of the
prime factors of x occur an even number of times. That is, if we write the prime
factorisation of x as

p ep ,
x=
p∈P

where P denotes the set of prime numbers, then each power ep is even when x ∈ .
It will be handy to let m mod denote the square-free part of x, by which we mean
x divided by the largest square divisor of x, or equivalently,

x mod =
pep mod 2 .
p∈P
3

2

1

For example, 360 = (2 )(3 )(5 ), so 360 mod = (21 )(30 )(51 ) = 10. (The
 use of
the term is not uniform; others deﬁne the square-free part of x to be {p : p ∈
P, p | x}.) Let us write x ≡ y whenever x mod

= y mod , that is, whenever x

and y have the same square-free parts. For example, 24 ≡ 150, since 24 mod

=

150 mod = 6. It is easy to see that ≡ is an equivalence relation. Also clear are
the following two properties, of which we will make frequent use: (i) x ∈ if and
only if x ≡ 1; (ii) if x ∈

, then y ∈

if and only if y ≡ x.
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Lemma 1. If n is even, then n$ ≡ 2 · 4 · 6 · · · n. If n is odd, n$ ≡ 1 · 3 · 5 · · · n.
Proof.
n$ =

n


k!

k=1

= n(n − 1)2 (n − 2)3 · · · (3)n−2 2n−1 1n
≡ n(n − 2)(n − 4) · · · ,
with the last sequence of factors terminating at 1 or 2.
We note that for n even, we have n$ ≡ 2n/2 ( n2 ) !. This observation facilitates the
Proof of FFF1. (2k)! (4k)$ ≡ (2k)! (2k)! 22k ∈

.

There are still more solutions to FFP(n) when 4 | n, and these are given by (1) in
FFF 2, which follows. All the remaining solutions (for even n but 4  n) are given
in FFF 3 and (2) and (3) of FFF 2.
FFF 2.
k 2 − 1 ∈ F(2k 2 )
k ∈ F(2k − 2)
2

2

2k ∈ F(4k − 2)
2

2

if k is even,

(1)

if k is odd,

(2)

for all k.

(3)

Proof. Three easy applications of the even part of the Lemma are all that is needed.
For (1) we assume k is even to get
2

2

(k 2 − 1)! (2k 2 )$ ≡ (k 2 − 1)! (k 2 )! 2k = (k 2 − 1)! k 2 (k 2 − 1)! 2k ∈

.

When k is odd,
(k 2 )! (2k 2 − 2)$ ≡ (k 2 )! (k 2 − 1)! 2k

2

−1

= k 2 (k 2 − 1)! (k 2 − 1)! 2k

2

−1

∈

,

which proves (2). Lastly, for any k,
(2k 2 )! (4k 2 − 2)$ ≡ (2k 2 )! (2k 2 − 1)! 22k

2

−1

2

= k 2 ((2k 2 − 1)!)2 22k ∈

proving (3).
And there is still more factorial fun to be had, since the results of FFF 1 and
FFF 2 do not exhaust the set of solutions to the FFP. The only ones that remain
are described by
FFF 3. For odd k and 2(k 2 − 1) ∈

,

k − 2 ∈ F(2k 2 ),
2

k ∈ F(2k − 4).
2

2

(4)
(5)
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We omit the proof of FFF 3, as it is similar to that of FFF 2. The (inﬁnitely
many) odd numbers k for which 2(k 2 − 1) ∈
can be found by solving a Pelltype equation. The result is a sequence (ki )∞
i=1 , given by k1 = 3, k2 = 17 and
ki = 6ki−1 − ki−2 for i ≥ 2. We omit the proof of that, too, since we are mainly
interested in the characterisation of the solutions as already given.
The real problem now is to prove that FFFs 1–3 give all the solutions to the FFP.
One glaring sub-problem is to prove that there are no odd n for which a solution
exists to the FFP, that is, that F(n) = ∅ when n is odd. We will solve that in
FFF 5. In FFF 6 we show that FFFs 1–3 give all of the solutions of FFP(n) for
even n. First we give an easy negative result, which does not apply to the FFP
except in the trivial cases where m = 1 or m = n, but nevertheless answers an
obvious question. And its proof leads the way to proving FFF 5.
FFF 4. For each n > 1, n$ ∈

.

We warm up the proof by recalling the well-known fact that n! ∈ when n > 1,
the easiest proof of which goes like this: The result is obvious when n = 2. By
Bertrand’s postulate (aka Chebyshev’s theorem, a celebrated proof of which is due
to a 19-year-old Erdős [3], [1]), there always exists a prime between m and 2m for
m > 1. For even n > 2, there is then a prime between n/2 and n. That prime
appears exactly once as a divisor of n!, so n! cannot be a square. Likewise, if n is
odd, there is a prime between (n + 1)/2 and n + 1, leading to the same result. (In
fact, stronger results are known, such as the gem [4], the title of which tells all.
See [2] for more serious factorial fun.) In view of our Lemma, the same idea can
next be used to easily show that n$ cannot be a square.
Proof of FFF 4. When 4 | n, we have 2n/2 ∈

, so n$ ≡ (n/2)!. But (n/2)! ∈

,

since n ≥ 2. When n is even but 4  n, we have n$ ≡ 2(n/2)!. But Bertrand & Co.
imply that there is a prime between n/4 and n/2 for n/4 ≥ 2. This handles the
cases n = 10, 14, 18, . . ., while the remaining cases n = 2 and 6 can be checked
individually. Finally, for n > 1 and odd, we have n$ ≡ 1 · 3 · 5 · · · (n − 2)n. Again,
n+3
n+3
there is a prime in ( n+1
2 , n + 1), that is, in [ 2 , n]. But since 2 ≥ 3, that prime
will be odd, and will appear in the product 1 · 3 · 5 · · · (n − 2) n exactly once.
Bertrand’s postulate made our preceding job easy, but for what follows we need
an improvement — something similar yet stronger. Such a thing exists ([6]); we
dub it:
Nagura’s Improvement. Let a1 = 2, a2 = 8, a3 = 9, a4 = 24, a5 = 25, let
j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, and let x be a real number with x ≥ aj . Then there exists at
least one prime number p such that x < p < (j + 1)x/j.
Thus the case j = 1 gives Bertrand’s postulate, while taking j = 5 gives the
statement that there is always a prime between x and 6x/5 when x ≥ 25.
FFF 5. If n is odd, then F(n) = ∅.
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Proof. With n odd we have n$m! ≡ (1 · 3 · 5 · · · n)m!. We will ﬁrst assume that
n ≥ 72. (We will address smaller n later.) Using Nagura’s improvement with
j = 5, there exists a prime p ∈ ( 5n
6 , n) if 5n/6 ≥ 25, that is, n ≥ 30. Therefore, if
m < p, then m ∈ F(n), for p will occur exactly once in the prime factorisation of
(1 · 3 · 5 · · · n) m!. Thus we may assume m ≥ p > 5n/6. By ‘pairing away’ duplicate
factors we can now write, for even m,


m
n$ m! ≡ 2m/2 1 · 2 · 3 · · ·
· [(m + 1)(m + 3) · · · (n − 2)n],
(6)
2
and if m is odd we use


m−1
(m−1)/2
n$ m! ≡ 2
· [(m + 2)(m + 4) · · · (n − 2)n].
1 · 2 · 3···
2
We note the gap in each sequence of factors. We now show the details for the case
of even m, the odd case being similar.
m
Again using Nagura’s improvement, there exists a prime q ∈ ( 2m
5 , 2 ) whenever
2m/5 ≥ 24, or m ≥ 60. This condition is met, since m > 5n/6 and n ≥ 72. We
claim that q occurs exactly once in the prime factorisation of the right-hand side
of (6). Clearly q ∈ [1, m/2], so q occurs among the leftmost bracketed group of
explicit factors in (6). Therefore, if there is another factor of q in (6), there must
be a multiple of q hiding in one of those bracketed groups. (Since q > 2, we need
not worry about the factor 2m/2 .) We ﬁrst note that 2q > m/2, so 2q is not in
the sequence within the leftmost brackets, and since there are no even numbers
greater than m/2 in (6), 2q does not occur in the rightmost brackets. Finally, any
higher multiple of q is ≥ 3q > 6m/5 ≥ 6p/5 > n, so cannot be any of those explicit
factors in (6). Therefore there is exactly one factor of the prime q in (6), proving
n$ m! ∈ , at least for n ≥ 72. The cases n < 72 can be checked by hand (or by
computer; we have a Mathematica program that checked all cases of n ≤ 17 000).

Not much changes if m is odd, and we leave those details to the diligent reader.
For the rest of the solutions when n is even, the situation is a bit easier but there
are more cases to check.
FFF 6. If n is even, then the solutions to FFP(n) are precisely those given in
FFFs 1–3.
Proof. Case 1: 4 | n. Using the Lemma and then pairing away common terms in
the factorial sequences, we have
 
n/2 n
n$ m! ≡ 2
! m!
2
⎧
⎪
⎨(m + 1)(m + 2) · · · (n/2) if m < n/2,
≡ 1
if m = n/2,
⎪
⎩
(n/2 + 1) · · · (m − 1)m
if m > n/2.
The case m = n/2 gives precisely the solutions stated in FFF 1. No product of any
sequence of length > 1 can be a square (see [4]), so the only way the two remaining
cases give solutions is when there is really only one term in the ‘sequence’ and it
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is square, i.e. when m + 1 = n/2 ∈ or n/2 + 1 = m ∈ . Denote the square by
k 2 . In the event that m + 1 = n/2 = k 2 , we have n = 2k 2 and m = k 2 − 1, which
is the case of (1) in FFF 2. If n/2 + 1 = m = k 2 , we have n = 2k 2 − 2 and m = k 2 ,
which is the situation in (2).
Case 2: n is even but 4  n, that is, n ≡ 2 (mod 4).
power of 2, which gives
 
n
!m!
n$ m! ≡ 2n/2
2
⎧
⎪
⎨2(m + 1)(m + 2) · · · (n/2)
≡ 2
⎪
⎩
2(n/2 + 1) · · · (m − 1)m

This time we have an odd

if m < n/2,
if m = n/2,
if m > n/2.

It is therefore clear that n$ m! ∈ if m = n/2. For the other two cases, we need
a somewhat stronger result, and we ﬁnd just the ticket in [5], namely:
j > 2 and b > 0 ⇒ 2

j


(b + i) ∈

.

i=1

That is, twice a product of three or more consecutive positive integers is never a
square. This implies that the sequences of consecutive integers indicated in case 2
must have length one (call this subcase 2a) or two (subcase 2b).
Subcase 2a: m = n/2 − 1 or m = n/2 + 1. This gives us, respectively, n$ m! ∈
if and only if either 2(m + 1) = 2(n/2) = r2 for some r, or 2(n/2 + 1) = 2m = r2
for some r. In the ﬁrst of these subsubcases, we have n = r2 , where n = 4k − 2 for
some k (since n ≡ 2 (mod 4)), and this is impossible, since squares are always ≡ 0
or 1 (mod 4). In the second, we get n = r2 − 2 and m = r2 /2. Letting r = 2k,
this amounts to n = 4k 2 − 2 and m = 2k 2 , which is encoded in (3) of FFF 2.
Subcase 2b: m = n/2 − 2 or m = n/2 + 2. Let’s call these subsubcases (i) and (ii),
respectively. Note that m must be odd here, since n ≡ 2 (mod 4).
First consider 2b(i), where we have n$ m! ∈ if and only if 2(m + 1)(m + 2) =
2(n/2 − 1)(n/2) = r2 for some r. Examining the parities involved, it must be that
2(m + 1) is an even square and m + 2 an odd square. (If q is an odd prime dividing
2(m + 1)(m + 2), then q cannot simultaneously divide m + 1 and m + 2.) Let
m+2 = k 2 , where k is odd. This implies that r2 = 2(m+1)(m+2) = 2(k 2 −1)(k 2 ),
hence 2(k 2 − 1) ∈ with k odd. (As we mentioned earlier, this has inﬁnitely many
solutions in k.) The condition m = n/2 − 2 then implies that m = k 2 − 2 and
n = 2k 2 . These give the precise description of (4) in FFF 3.
Finally, consider subsubcase 2b(ii). Here we have n$ m! ∈ if and only if 2m(m−1)
= 2(n/2 + 1)(n/2 + 2) = r2 for some r. Now we must have 2(m − 1) an even square
with m an odd square. Writing r2 = 2k 2 (k 2 − 1) with k odd, we get 2(k 2 − 1) ∈
with n = 2k 2 − 4 and m = k 2 , which is precisely the case speciﬁed in (5) of FFF 3.

With that, our FFP is solved.
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Diﬀerentiability of a pathological function,
diophantine approximation, and a reformulation
of the Thue–Siegel–Roth theorem
Juan Luis Varona∗

Abstract
We study the diﬀerentiability of the real function

0,
if x ∈ R \ Q,
fν (x) =
1/q ν , if x = p/q ∈ Q, an irreducible fraction,
for diﬀerent values of ν. For every ν > 0, the function fν is continuous at
the irrationals and discontinuous at the rationals. But perhaps the most interesting case is what happens for ν > 2. In this case, it is shown that fν
is diﬀerentiable in a set Dν such that both Dν and R \ Dν are dense in R.
Moreover, the Lebesgue measure of the set R \ Dν is 0. In the proofs, the
diophantine approximation by means of continued fractions is used. Finally,
we show a nice reformulation of the Thue–Siegel–Roth theorem in terms of
the diﬀerentiability of fν for ν > 2.

A well-known pathological real function is
f (x) =

0,
1/q,

if x ∈ R \ Q,
if x = p/q ∈ Q, an irreducible fraction,

where, here and in the rest of the paper, we assume that, when we write a rational
number p/q, we have p, q ∈ Z and q > 0 (in particular, f (k) = f (k/1) = 1 for every
k ∈ Z, including k = 0). This function is of interest because it is discontinuous at
the rationals and continuous at the irrationals. For completeness, let us prove it.
If x = p/q ∈ Q, let us take a sequence {xn } of irrational numbers such that xn → x
when n → ∞; then f (xn ) = 0 for every n and the sequence {f (xn )} does not
converge to f (x) = 1/q, so f is not continuous at x. On the other hand, for
x ∈ R \ Q, let us see that f is continuous at x by checking that f (xn ) → f (x) = 0
for every sequence {xn } that tends to x. As f (y) = f (x) for every irrational
number y, we can consider, without loss of generality, that xn = pn /qn ∈ Q for
every n. Now, from pn /qn → x, an irrational number, it follows that qn → ∞.
Then, f (xn ) = 1/qn → 0 = f (x) and so f is continuous at x.
But, what about the diﬀerentiability of f ?
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It is clear that f is not diﬀerentiable at rational numbers (it is not continuous);
moreover, if the derivative exists for an irrational number, it must be zero. Thus,
given x an irrational number, we only need to check whether, for arbitrary sequences {xn } that tend to x (where we can again assume rationals xn = pn /qn ),
we always have
f (xn ) − f (x)
=0
(1)
lim
n
xn − x
or not.
This can be analysed in terms of the approximation of real numbers by rationals.
Let us remember that, for any irrational x, there exists a positive constant C such
that the inequality




x − p  < C
(2)

q  q2
has inﬁnitely many rational solutions p/q; this is Dirichlet’s theorem, that is an
easy consequence of the pigeonhole principle (moreover, Hurwitz’s theorem ensures
that the√smallest constant for which this property is true for every irrational x is
C = 1/ 5). Thus, we can build a sequence of diﬀerent rational numbers {pn /qn }
(where qn → ∞) such that |x − pn /qn | < C/qn2 . Then,
 


 f (xn ) − f (x)   1/qn − 0 
=


 xn − x   pn /qn − x  > qn /C,
that tends to inﬁnity, so (1) is not satisﬁed, and f is nowhere diﬀerentiable.
Is it possible to build examples similar to f but in such a way that the function
is diﬀerentiable in some set? Perhaps the diﬀerentiability will increase by deﬁning
f (p/q) = 1/q ν for big values of ν? So, in this paper we are going to analyse the
diﬀerentiability of the real function
fν (x) =

0,
if x ∈ R \ Q,
ν
1/q , if x = p/q ∈ Q, irreducible,

for various values of ν ∈ R. Actually, a large proportion of this study has already
been covered in the literature; see, for instance, [2], [3], [6], [7]. Here we present
some results that are already known (usually with a diﬀerent proof), and some
that seem to be new. In the opinion of this author, fν is a very interesting function,
and it is worthwhile to continue analysing its behaviour.
In this way, we ﬁnd examples of functions whose properties about continuity and
diﬀerentiability are pathological at the same time. For every ν > 0, the function
fν is continuous at the irrationals and discontinuous at the rationals. And, when
ν > 2 (that is the most interesting case), we prove that fν is diﬀerentiable in a
set Dν such that both Dν and R \ Dν are dense in R. Moreover, the Lebesgue
measure of the set R \ Dν is 0. It is astonishing that, diﬀerentiability being a local
concept, fν is diﬀerentiable almost everywhere in spite of the fact that it is not
continuous at any rational number.
We ﬁnish the paper by showing a reformulation of the Thue–Siegel–Roth theorem
in terms of the diﬀerentiability of fν for ν > 2 (see Theorem 3 and the ﬁnal Remark). It seems surprising that a theorem about diophantine approximation is
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equivalent to another theorem about the diﬀerentiablity of a real function: a nice
new connection between number theory and analysis! As far as I know, this characterisation of the Thue–Siegel–Roth theorem has not been previously observed.
Remark 1. The pathological behaviour of functions is a useful source of examples
that help to understand the rigorous deﬁnitions of the basic concepts in mathematical analysis. In this respect, it is interesting to note that, here, we have shown
a kind of pathological behaviour that is diﬀerent from that of the more commonly
studied: the existence of continuous nowhere diﬀerentiable
real functions, whose
∞
most typical example is the Weierstrass function n=0 an cos(bn πx), for 0 < a < 1
and ab ≥ 1; see [1] for a recent proof, or [8], [10] for a couple of surveys on this
subject.

Case ν ≤ 0
In this case, it is clear that fν is nowhere continuous, so nowhere diﬀerentiable.

Case 0 < ν ≤ 2
Now, the same proof of the case ν = 1 serves to show that, when 0 < ν ≤ 2, the
function fν is discontinuous at the rationals, continuous at the irrationals, and
nowhere diﬀerentiable. Actually, this can be found in [3] (where it is also observed
that fν is nowhere Lipschitzian when 0 < ν < 2).

Case ν > 2
The key to study the diﬀerentiability of fν at an irrational number is to analyse
the diophantine approximation of such number. To obtain good rational approximations of an irrational number, one of the most used methods is to employ
continued fractions, so let us brieﬂy introduce it. See [4] or [5, Chapter 7] for
details. (Although in a diﬀerent way, continued fractions are also being used to
study the diﬀerentiability in [6].)
For an irrational number x, let be
1

x = a0 +

1

a1 +
a2 +

(3)

1
a3 + · · ·

its expansion as an (inﬁnite) continued fraction; here ak ∈ Z and ak > 0 for k > 0,
and they are called the elements of the continued fraction. Thus, we say that x
has bounded elements if there exists a constant M such that ak < M for every k.
By truncating (3) up to ak , we get a fraction pk /qk (the so-called convergent or
approximant of x); these fractions can be obtained by means of the recurrence
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relation
pk = ak pk−1 + pk−2 ,
qk = ak qk−1 + qk−2
starting with p−1 = 1, q−1 = 0, p0 = a0 , and q0 = 1. One of the basic facts of the
approximation by continued fractions is that



pk 
1
1

< x −  <
(4)
qk (qk + qk+1 )
qk
qk qk+1
for every k ≥ 0. From this, and taking into account that {qk } is always an increasing sequence, it follows that |x − pk /qk | < 1/qk2 for every convergent pk /qk . In
particular, this proves that (2) with C = 1 has inﬁnitely many rational solutions.
Given an irrational number x, it is not always possible to get diophantine approximation of order ϕ(q) for functions ϕ(q) that decrease faster than 1/q 2 . But, by
constructing suitable x by means of continued fractions, this is sometimes possible. For instance, if we take ϕ(q) an arbitrary positive function, let us construct a
continued fraction x by choosing its elements in such a way that they will satisfy
the inequalities
1
,
k ≥ 0.
ak+1 > 2
qk ϕ(qk )
This, of course, can be done in an inﬁnite number of ways; in particular, a0 can
be chosen arbitrarily. Then, from the right inequality in (4), we have




1
1
1
x − pk  <
≤
=
< ϕ(qk )

qk  qk qk+1
qk (ak+1 qk + qk−1 )
ak+1 qk2
for any k ≥ 0. In this way, we have proved the following (note that x is irrational
because the continued fraction does not terminate):
Lemma 1 ([4, Theorem 22, p. 35]). For any positive function ϕ(q) with natural argument q, there exist inﬁnitely many irrational numbers x such that the inequality


x −



p 
< ϕ(q)
q

(5)

has an inﬁnite quantity of rational solutions p/q.
Also, let us recall the following result, whose proof is also an easy consequence
of (4) and other simple properties of the continued fractions:
Lemma 2 ([4, Theorem 23, p. 36]). For every irrational number x with bounded
elements, and for suﬃcient small C, the inequality




x − p  < C
(6)

q  q2
has no rational solution p/q. On the other hand, for every number x with an
unbounded sequence of elements and arbitrary C > 0, the inequality (6) has an
inﬁnite set of such solutions.
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Then, we have the following theorem:
Theorem 1. For ν > 2, the function fν is discontinuous (and consequently not
diﬀerentiable) at the rationals, and continuous at the irrationals. With respect to
diﬀerentiability, we have:
(a) For every irrational number x with bounded elements in its continued fraction
expansion, fν is diﬀerentiable at x.
(b) There exist inﬁnitely many irrational numbers x such that fν is not diﬀerentiable at x.
Moreover, the sets of numbers that fulﬁll (a) and (b) are both uncountable.
Proof. The continuity is treated as in the case ν = 1.
(a) For irrational numbers it is clear that, if fν is diﬀerentiable at x, it must be
fν (x) = 0. Let us see that this occurs for irrational numbers x with bounded
elements. For that, we only need to check that, for every sequence {xn } that
tends to x (and with xn = x for all n), we have
lim
n

fν (xn ) − fν (x)
= 0.
xn − x

Without loss of generality, we can assume that {xn } is a sequence of rationals, say
xn = pn /qn . The ﬁrst part of Lemma 2 ensures that, for some value of C, we have
|x − pn /qn | ≥ C/qn2 for every n. Then,
 


ν
 fν (pn /qn ) − fν (x)   1/qnν − 0 
1
=
 ≤ 1/qn =

,




2
pn /qn − x
pn /qn − x
C/qn
Cqnν−2
that tends to 0 when n → ∞, so fν is diﬀerentiable at x.
(b) Finally, let us take, in Lemma 1, ϕ(q) = 1/q ν+1 . Then, for x such that the
inequality |x − p/q| < ϕ(q) has inﬁnitely many solutions, let us take {pn /qn } a
sequence of rationals such that |x − pn /qn | < 1/qnν+1 for every n. In particular,
pn /qn → x and veriﬁes
 


ν
 fν (pn /qn ) − fν (x)   1/qnν − 0 
=
 > 1/qn = qn ,

ν+1




pn /qn − x
pn /qn − x
1/qn
that tends to ∞ when n → ∞, so fν is not diﬀerentiable at x.
That both sets in (a) and (b) are uncountable is clear by construction of the corresponding x in Lemmas 2 and 1, respectively. (The usual diagonal argument of
Cantor to show the uncountability can be used.)
In terms of the theory of measure, what is more common for the irrationals: the
diﬀerentiability or the non diﬀerentiability?
For this purpose, we will use the following result (which is usually known as Khinchin’s
theorem). As usual, ‘almost all x’ means ‘every x except a set of measure zero’.
Lemma 3 ([4, Theorem 32, p. 69]). Suppose that g(t) is a positive continuous
function of a positive variable t such that tg(t) is a non-increasing function. Then,
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x −



p  g(q)
<
q
q

(7)

has, for almost all x, an inﬁnite quantity of rational solutions p/q if, for some
positive s, the integral
 ∞
g(t) dt
(8)
s

diverges. On the other hand, inequality (7) has, for almost all x, only a ﬁnite
quantity of rational solutions p/q if the integral (8) converges.
The second part of this lemma is the main tool to prove the following theorem, that
summarises the pathological behaviour of fν when ν > 2. (Note that a diﬀerent
proof of the almost everywhere diﬀerentiability of fν , that does not use Khinchin’s
result, can be found in [2]. And see [3] for a proof of the density without explicitly
using the measure.)
Theorem 2. For ν > 2, let us denote
Cν = { x ∈ R : fν is continuous at x},
Dν = { x ∈ R : fν is diﬀerentiable at x}.
Then, the Lebesgue measure of the sets R \ Cν and R \ Dν is 0, but the four sets
Cν , R \ Cν , Dν , and R \ Dν are dense in R.
Proof. We have Cν = R \ Q (so R \ Cν = Q), and it is well known that Q has
measure 0, and that both the rational and the irrational numbers are dense in the
reals, i.e. Cν = R \ Cν = R. From this, and noticing that R \ Cν ⊂ R \ Dν , also
follows R \ Dν = R.
2
To
 ∞ compute2 the measure of R \ Dν , let us take g(t) = 1/(t log (t + 1)). As
1/(t log (t + 1)) dt < ∞, the second part of Lemma 3 shows that, for almost
1
all x, the inequality




1
x − p  <

q  q 2 log2 (q + 1)

has only a ﬁnite quantity of rational solutions. From here, it is clear that, for each
x, there exists a positive constant C(x) such that




C(x)
x − p  <


2
q
q log2 (q + 1)
has no rational solution. Also, let us note that, as the rationals have measure 0,
the same can be said for almost all irrational x. We claim that fν is diﬀerentiable
at these x; consequently, the measure of R \ Dν is 0.
To prove the claim, let us proceed as in (a) of Theorem 1. For every sequence of
rationals pn /qn that tends to the irrational x, we have




C(x)
x − pn  ≥

qn  qn2 log2 (qn + 1)
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for all n. Then,


 fν (pn /qn ) − fν (x) 
1/qnν
log2 (qn + 1)

≤
,
=
2


pn /qn − x
C(x)qnν−2
C(x)/(qn2 log (qn + 1))
which tends to 0 when n → ∞. This proves that fν is diﬀerentiable at x.
Finally, the denseness of Dν follows by using that, if a set R \ S has Lebesgue
measure 0, then S is dense in R. The proof of this fact is well known, but we
reproduce it for completeness. The closure of S is a closed set; if there exists a
real number x that does not belong to S, there exists an open interval I around x
such that I ∩ S = ∅, and consequently also I ∩ S = ∅ and so I ⊂ R \ S; but I has
positive measure, which is a contradiction.
Remark 2. In terms of the variation of a function, it seems natural that fν to be
diﬀerentiable almost everywhere when ν > 2. Let us recall that, in a closed interval, a real function is diﬀerentiable almost everywhere if it is of bounded variation.
In any interval [k, k + 1] (with k ∈ Z), fν has are two jumps of height 1 (in the
extremes), a jump of height 1/2ν (in the middle point), two jumps of height 1/3ν ,
three jumps of height 1/4ν , and so on. Then, the variation of fν in [k, k + 1] is
bounded by
∞

q−1
2+
,
qν
q=2
which is convergent when ν > 2.

The theorem of Thue–Siegel–Roth revisited
The Thue–Siegel–Roth theorem (also known simply as Roth’s theorem) is a fundamental result in the ﬁeld of approximation by rationals. It was proved by Roth
in 1955 (he received a Fields medal for this result), and it is the ﬁnal step following
previous eﬀorts by Thue, Siegel, Gelfond and Dyson through the ﬁrst part of the
20th century. The original paper from Roth is [9]; but see also [5, Chapter 6], for
a detailed proof.
This theorem asserts that, if x is an algebraic number, and we take an arbitrary
α > 0, the inequality




x − p  < 1
(9)

q  q 2+α
only has ﬁnitely many rational solutions p/q. Or, equivalently, if x is an irrational
algebraic number, there exists a positive constant C(x, α) such that




x − p  < C(x, α)
(10)

q
q 2+α
has no rational solution.
In the practice, this theorem is frequently used as a criterion for transcendence:
if, for some α > 0, the inequality (9) has inﬁnitely many rational solutions, x
must be a transcendental number. This criterion is much more powerful
∞ than the
Liouville criterion, that was used by Liouville in 1844 to prove that k=1 10−k! is
a transcendental number, the ﬁrst number to be proven transcendental.
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Now, we will see that the Thue–Siegel–Roth theorem can be reformulated in terms
of the diﬀerentiability of fν .
Firstly, let us use it to prove the following theorem regarding the diﬀerentiability
of fν . Actually, this part has been already done in [3] and [7].
Theorem 3. Let ν > 2. If x is an algebraic irrational number, then fν is diﬀerentiable at x.
Proof. Let x be an algebraic irrational number and take α = (ν − 2)/2 > 0. To
prove the diﬀerentiability of fν at x it is enough to see that, for any sequence of
rationals {pn /qn } that tends to x, we have
lim
n

fν (pn /qn ) − fν (x)
= 0.
pn /qn − x

Because (10) does not have rational solutions, we have




x − pn  ≥ C(x, α)

qn 
q 2+α
n

for every n, and consequently
 


 fν (pn /qn ) − fν (x)   1/qnν − 0 
1/qnν
1
=
≤

,
  pn /qn − x  C(x, α)/q 2+α =

(ν−2)/2
pn /qn − x
n
C(x, α)qn
that tends to 0 when n → ∞.
Read in a diﬀerent way, this theorem says that ‘if fν is not diﬀerentiable at x, then
x is either a rational number or a transcendental number’. But, as happens with
the Thue–Siegel–Roth criterion, the nondiﬀerentiability at x only serves to detect
a small proportion of the transcendental numbers. There are many transcendental
numbers x for which fν is diﬀerentiable at x.
Remark 3. We have proved Theorem 3 by using the Thue–Siegel–Roth theorem.
But we have said that it is a reformulation. So, let us see how to deduce the
Thue–Siegel–Roth theorem from Theorem 3.
Given x algebraic and irrational, and ν > 2, Theorem 3 ensures that fν is diﬀerentiable at x, so there exists
lim

y→x

fν (y) − fν (x)
= fν (x).
y−x

By approximating y → x by irrationals y, it follows that fν (x) = 0. Consequently,
by approximating y → x by rationals, i.e. y = p/q, we also must have
fν (p/q) − fν (x)
1/q ν
= lim
= 0.
p/q − x
p/q→x
p/q→x p/q − x
lim

Then, for every ε > 0, there exists δ > 0 such that


p

1
 − x
≤
ε


ν
q
q
when p/q ∈ (x − δ, x + δ). From here, it is easy to check that the same happens
for every p/q ∈ Q, perhaps with a greater constant ε in the place of ε. Thus, (10)
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with α = ν − 2 and some positive constant C(x, α) = 1/ε has no rational solution,
and we have obtained the Thue–Siegel–Roth theorem.
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The Shape of Content:
Creative Writing in Mathematics and Science
Chandler Davis, Marjorie Wikler Senechal and Jan Zwicky (eds)
A.K. Peters, 2008, ISBN: 978-56881-444-5

This volume, misleadingly subtitled ‘Creative Writing in Mathematics and Science’, is an anthology of poems, essays, plays, short stories and biographies, each
of which has a mathematical or scientiﬁc theme. It arose from a series of workshops
at the Banﬀ Centre for the Arts and the Banﬀ International Research Station for
Mathematical Innovation and Discovery and so has a preponderance of Canadian
authors. Some of them are professional writers and others practising mathematicians and scientists. Because of the extensive variety of content, I will conﬁne my
review to those sections of most interest to mathematicians.
The literary genre to which mathematicians
are most likely to contribute is biography.
The geometer Marjorie Senechal’s The Last
Second Wrangler (you have to be a mathematician to understand the title) is a ﬁne
biography of Eric Neville (1889–1961). He
was the last 2nd Wrangler in 1909 because,
largely due to the eﬀorts of G.H. Hardy,
the ranked listing of successful candidates
in the Cambridge Mathematical Tripos was
abolished in 1910. In order to be listed,
Neville took the exams a year early, only two
years after ﬁnishing high school. Ironically,
Hardy’s main argument against the competitive aspects of the Tripos was that it had no
relationship to creative work in mathematics.
Yet the ﬁrst three Wranglers in 1909 were
P.J. Daniell (of the Daniell integral), Neville
and the number theorist L.J. Mordell! A
principled paciﬁst, Neville spent the war years working in a London hospital. Apart
from being a distinguished geometer, he was the ﬁrst English mathematician to
encourage Ramanujan and facilitated his contact with Hardy. Senechal’s essay is
a fragment of her forthcoming biography of the eccentric mathematician–chemist
Dorothy Wrinch who had a 40-year romantic relationship with Neville. It
apparently did not aﬀect their respective marriages.
A second example in this genre is The Birth of Celestial Mechanics by Florin
Diacu, an applied mathematician at Victoria University, British Columbia. It is
a short biography of Newton, with emphasis on his life-long work on the motions
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of the planets. It is a delight to read, relating Newton’s work to our current
knowledge of celestial mechanics.
Another area of literature in which mathematicians excel is satire and parody. One
thinks immediately of the humorous columns in the Mathematical Intelligencer,
and of its resident humorist, the knot theorist Colin Adams. This volume contains
a reprint of one of his best, Robbins v. New York, which was inspired by a real 2005
case before the U.S. Court of Appeals. A drug dealer was charged with the felony
of selling drugs within 1000 feet of a school. The case hinged on the problem of
how the 1000 feet was to be measured; that is, should the metric be Euclidean
or taxi-cab? Adams imagines what would have happened if the case had come
before the learned justices of the Supreme Court, each interested in outwitting
his fellows by introducing a new metric. Naturally, relativity and quantum eﬀects
also appear.
A more problematic literary genre is ‘metaﬁction’ or ﬁctionalised biography. In
Evariste and Heloise, Marco Abate, a geometer from Pisa, imagines a confrontation between Galois and Auguste Dupin, the ﬁctional detective from Poe’s The
Murders in the Rue Morgue, a thriller set in Galois’ Paris of 1832. A present-day
mathematics teacher Heloise, who may or not be entirely ﬁctional, also makes an
appearance. In her dreams, she is present during Galois’ last hours. Incidentally,
Abate’s story originally appeared as an Italian comic strip, some frames of which
are included.
Short stories are represented by mathematician Alex Kasman’s On the Quantum
Theoretic Implications of Newton’s Alchemy, in which a grotesque Dr Frankenstein ﬁgure uses quantum theory to transmute lead into gold, with unforeseen
consequences. More successful is mathematician Manil Suri’s The Tolman Trick,
a rather plausible account of one-upmanship among egocentric mathematicians at
an Oberwolfach Conference.
The volume contains two extracts from librettos of musical dramas. Ellen Maddow,
a composer and dramatist, provides an excerpt, Delicious Rivers including song
lyrics and dance steps, supposedly based on Penrose tilings. It may work in the
theatre, but left me cold. More successful is Star Messengers by Paul Zimet,
artistic director of a New York theatre company, based on the lives of astronomers.
The excerpt includes poignant songs for actors portraying Kepler and Galileo as
they approached death.
Twenty-three poems by nine authors, seven of whom are mathematicians or scientists (including Chandler Davis), complete the volume. To my mind, a successful
lyric poem should be graceful, evocative and memorable. A notable example in
this volume is Dissecting Daisy, by Madhur Anand, an ecologist at the University
of Guelph. It is a meditation on the colour orange, and in 25 short lines (plus
a couple of footnotes) we learn that a word for the colour, describing a common
lichen, existed in Old English. However, the word ‘orange’, which has a Sanskrit
root, appeared in European languages only with the introduction of the fruit to
Europe in the 16th Century. We learn too that the Dutch masters rendered the
colour by a mix containing sulphur and arsenic, and that it evokes in the author
memories of sipping tea as the sun bursts through clouds.
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On the whole, by my admittedly subjective criteria, the professional poets are
clearly superior in this genre. Adam Dickinson invokes inﬁnitesimals, bijections
and continuous functions as metaphors for his own emotional life. Susan Emslie
uses algebraic images, calling on the original Arabic meaning of Algebra as the
reunion of broken parts, to appeal for reason and an equitable balance of power in
human aﬀairs. Philip Holmes appeals to the intermediate value theorem and the
notion of commuting operations to make sense of his personal experiences.
A question that springs to mind is why do mathematicians seem to take less
interest, either as producers or consumers, in poetry than in the other arts? After
all, poetry and mathematics share common features. For example economy, that
is, packing a lot of meaning into a few words, and using analogy to convey ideas.
Perhaps poetry is just too diﬃcult for us?
Phill Schultz
School of Mathematics and Statistics, The University of Western Australia, Nedlands, WA 6009.
E-mail: schultz@maths.uwa.edu.au













Mathematics in Ancient Iraq: A Social History
Eleanor Robson
Princeton UP, 2008, ISBN: 978-0-691-09182-2

One of the more pleasant aspects of research into the history of mathematics is
that this is an area in which researchers feel freer than in most others to express
how passionately they are devoted to their subject.
There is rarely enough hard evidence to enable a researcher to say, about some
past development, deﬁnitively what happened, why it happened, who did what,
who they were doing it for, what were their aims in doing it, et cetera. While this
applies to developments over the last few centuries, it applies far more so in regards
to the ﬁrst recorded glimmerings of mathematics, such as those that took place in
the Middle East, notably the area now called Iraq, from about 3000 BCE to the
beginning of the Common Era. The book under review, which covers precisely
this era and locality, is indeed argued passionately, persuasively and, I am pleased
to add, enjoyably. The author’s forceful, somewhat hyperbolic style leads to gems
like: ‘Comparisons of Euclidean or Archimedean treatises with Old Babylonian
word problems do not compare like with like, for the earlier tradition was written
by and for pre-pubescents, not research-active adults’ (p. 286).
That mathematical documents survive from this early epoch, as from no other, is
largely attributable to the durable nature in this arid region of the medium (clay
tablets) on which it was recorded. So far about 950 tablets which can be broadly
described as mathematical, have been identiﬁed and published, mostly in the early
twentieth century. A large majority of these have been analysed and translated
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in the groundbreaking publications of Neugebauer, Thureau-Dangin and others in
the 1920s and 1930s.
Jens Høyrup’s 2002 book [1], [3] addressed the
same texts so far published, and a reasonable
question is: is there scope for another work to
tread over this ground, given that virtually
no new source material has emerged in the
seven years since it appeared? I am pleased
to answer this with a resounding ‘Yes’. How
this can be, if the underlying mathematics
described is essentially the same in all cases,
is tackled head-on by Robson. She explains
that it is vital to consider the place of mathematical activities in the culture in which
they occur. To analyse early mathematics
only from the mostly Platonic viewpoint predominant among mathematicians of recent
centuries is to blind ourselves to the culturally
speciﬁc ways in which practitioners and other
members of these societies viewed them. Is
it even meaningful to refer to ‘underlying
mathematics’ being the same or ‘essentially
the same’ ? To always answer ‘yes’ to this question is to impose a certain
perspective on what mathematics is, a perspective which may not have been
espoused by the original writer. Here is a concrete case from another culture
where these issues arise:
The enunciation of Euclid’s Elements II, Proposition 1, reads: ‘If there
be two straight lines, and one of them be cut into any number of segments whatever, the rectangle contained by the two straight lines is
equal to the rectangles contained by the uncut straight line and each
of the segments’ ([2, p. 375]). Can one say that this is ‘essentially the
same’ as the Distributive Law?
Such questions were ﬁrst vigorously raised in 1975 by Sabetai Unguru [5], and
subsequently historians of mathematics have become more wary of referring to
essential sameness. Høyrup [3] had tackled culturally speciﬁc aspects of Babylonian mathematics via his ‘conformal translations’ of the texts and ‘cut and paste
algebra’. Robson has carried this process further, where possible, by referring to
the speciﬁc archaeological contexts (where known) in which mathematical texts
have been found. Moreover, Robson speciﬁcally excludes from detailed consideration those texts, mostly of unknown provenance, which have been repeatedly
considered in earlier works.
In lectures I’ve given in the past on the history of mathematics, I have stated that
classical Greek mathematics was the oldest mathematics which can be associated
with named individuals. Having read Robson’s book I will no longer make such a
mistake. For instance, I read on p. 94 ‘One Iškur-mansum, son of Sı̂n-iqīŝam, signed
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a compilation of worked solutions on problems about brick walls and right-angled
triangles’ probably in late 17th century BCE Sippar. This man was probably a
teacher, and another nine compilations of word problems may be ascribable to
him. It is particularly grounding to then read that the ten tablets are riddled with
errors, some of which suggest that Iškur-mansum was copying material he did not
understand! There have always been bad teachers.
What I ﬁnd most grounding of all in this book is that both mathematics and
literature (at least writing) seem to stem from fourth millennium accounting, so
that accounting may turn out to be both the primal art and the primal science!
In the case of mathematics, Robson argues that the tablets show that, during the
third millennium, concerns developed beyond mere record-keeping to quantifying
needs, such as the need to have dykes repaired, and then predicting from past
observations how many man-days will be needed to get the job done. But all
this occurred in a welter of metrological systems, making calculations involving
fractions quite diﬃcult.
Robson considers that the development of the sexagesimal number system, indeed
the evolution of a number concept, ﬂowed from the partial standardisation of
metrological units by 2000 BCE to facilitate calculations such as the above, from
the use of a discrete numeral notation followed by a separate sign for the unit and
from the call for complex annual balanced accounts.
As mentioned above, Robson passes over many of the texts from the ‘Old Babylonian period’ (roughly 2000–1600 BCE), made famous through the research of
Neugebauer et al., which address problems involving areas, lengths, widths and
diagonals with ‘cut and paste’ methods, since these have been thoroughly analysed
by Høyrup. She emphasises instead those recent ﬁnds which enable conclusions to
be drawn about the contexts in which mathematics was learned and used. Notable
among these is ‘House F’ in Nippur around 1700 BCE. Texts found in this small
house indicate it was used to train scribes in (small) classes.
It appears that in this school, immediately after mastering the basics of cuneiform
writing, students had to learn to write lists of quantities, such as sizes of boats,
weights, and measures. Next followed the rote learning of lists of metrological facts
such as ‘1 ﬁnger 0;02 cubits; 2 ﬁngers 0;04 cubits’ etc, which involve multiplication
incidentally, as well as more explicit (unit free) multiplication and reciprocal tables. Finally, scribal students learned how to write legal contracts involving areas,
capacities, weights et cetera. In this school some more advanced mathematics was
also taught, as evidenced by a tablet which appears to indicate step by step, albeit
without words, how to calculate a reciprocal.
That accuracy in measurement ranked very highly — indeed more highly than
literacy — in the Old Babylonian period is further attested to, according to the
author, by various sculptures and texts which commemorate kings being endorsed
by deities. This endorsement consists in them being presented with a measuring
rod and a rope, a far cry from the crown, orb and sceptre still used in royal
iconography.
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Robson stresses the importance of ‘metrological justice’, fairness and equality based
on accurate measurement. Just how this might have worked out in practice is
another matter. For instance was it considered unjust to allocate to one heir a
square, and thus larger, block with the same perimeter as an elongated rectangular
block assigned to another heir, when the latter block has a small frontage on an
irrigation channel and the former none?
Robson next turns her attention to the far less documented mathematics in Assyria
some 300 km north of Babylonia. Few texts survive from the Old Assyrian period
but those that do suggest they were written by traders, both male and female,
rather than scribes. Just one mathematical text survives from the Middle Assyrian
period (1350–1000 BCE) and ﬁve later ones. Part of the reason for this is that, as
a relief indicates, some scribes now wrote on waxed (and hence erasable) wooden
boards, and on perishable media such as parchment and papyrus. An inscription
on behalf of King Aššurbanipal ca. 640 BCE has him claiming, ‘I solve diﬃcult
reciprocals and multiplication lacking clear solution . . . ’ as well as mind-boggling
skills such as ‘interpret[ing] the series, “If the liver is the mirror of heaven”.’
(p. 147) Oh, that royalty would still possess such skills!
Finally coming to the last period covered, from about 485 BCE to 75 CE after
which no more cuneiform tablets appear to have been written, the author proposes to deﬁne as a mathematical document anything ‘written for the purpose
of communicating or recording a mathematical technique or aiding a mathematical procedure to be carried out’ (p. 218) and then notes that a large collection
of astronomical procedure texts fall within this category. Further, attempts to
ﬁnd patterns in other natural phenomena resulted in diaries of atmospheric and
terrestrial observations also being kept. Accuracy in prediction was certainly appreciated: apparently (p. 260) a scribal family had predicted a lunar eclipse in
531 BCE which failed to happen. This led to the entire family becoming the
subject of an oﬃcial inquiry. These days, inaccurate economic forecasts are not so
diligently pursued.
Robson draws attention to the distinction made, from Old Babylonian times until
this late period, between the vocabulary of physical addition and subtraction on
the one hand, and their numerical counterparts on the other. But, in the later
period, besides the cut and paste completion of the square technique for solving
problems which involved areas and sides, a new technique was also used. This
new technique does not involve any cut-and-paste procedure. It might be worth
noting here that tablets using this new technique are broadly contemporaneous
with Euclid and the other famous Greek mathematicians.
Some other new techniques have emerged as well, such as calculating reciprocals
of regular numbers by repeated factorisation, again a technique that avoids cut
and paste methods.
A couple of corrections. One minor, but frequent idiosyncrasy is Robson’s use of
the term ‘coprime to 60’ when she refers to numbers which have a prime factor
coprime to 60. This occurs on pp. 135, 145, 147, 179 and 265 and possibly others.
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Usually historians of mathematics refer to such numbers as (sexagesimally) irregular. She gets it completely wrong on p. 132 where she refers to ‘7, 9 and 11 all
[being] coprime to 60’ and she appears to consider 81 as irregular on p. 145.
Further errata: p. 130 has ‘981’ instead of ‘891’; p. 145 second last paragraph has
a spare ‘13’; p. 279 has l = (l – b) + b instead of (l – w) + w.
I also found some parts of the second last chapter rather turgid, with its long
lists of texts written by members of various scribal families and summaries of
their content. However, all in all I can heartily recommend this book, in addition
to Hoyrup’s, to anyone who wants to dig a bit below the surface into this early
chapter in mathematics. And as a ﬁnal reﬂection I note that the 2500-year span
of cuneiform mathematics was as long as the entire period from Pythagoras to the
present.
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Geoff Prince∗

Well, it’s great to be back at AMSI and thanks for the many messages of support.
Thanks to Phil Broadbridge for his part-time role during the extended appointment process, but more important is our acknowledgement of the great job he did
as AMSI director. He’s left us stronger in many ways, especially on the industrial
engagement and national curriculum fronts.
I am particularly keen to grow AMSI networks, that is, to distribute policy making
and activity around the AMSI membership. The full members of AMSI will be
meeting once every couple of months with me to increase their direct input and to
generate local AMSI programs. I believe that this approach will deliver signiﬁcant
beneﬁts to all the AMSI members and create a stronger enterprise.
One of the ﬁrst tasks of this leadership group is to increase the take-up of AMSI
industry internships nationwide. The internship program is a hit with the interns,
employers and supervisors, but we really have to commit to it for three or four
years if it’s to become part of the landscape as it is in Canada. So we now have
an academic acting for AMSI in each of the mainland capitals working with our
industry manager, Tom Montague. There will shortly be an AGR event promoting
the internship program to potential partners. Details at http://www.amsi.org.au.
By the time you read this I hope there will have been a ministerial announcement of a new project involving AMSI/ICE-EM in school education. Details at
www.amsi.org.au. This success reﬂects our commitment to and depth of experience and expertise in school mathematics. It’s a fundamental aspect of AMSI’s
work that is often invisible to academics but it has a direct eﬀect on our relations with government and commerce and, for example, gives us inﬂuence in the
development of the national curriculum.
The Access Grid Room project is very dear to my heart as many of you know.
Terry Tao’s AGR talks were great and Bill Blyth and I will be launching national
AGR seminar series over the next few months. I’m also determined to use the
AGRs to hook up our membership for teaching and learning sessions, for example
on some of the commercially available online testing software, and also for industry
sessions, such as writing linkage grants in the mathematical sciences.
Finally, I’m very pleased that the exchange of memberships between AMSI and
the Society, including ANZIAM, has been ﬁnalised. This has been the ardent
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wish of many people and it’s been a pleasure to work with Nalini and the Council
Steering Committee to bring it about. I’m sure that it will mark the beginning of a
closer collaboration and bring great beneﬁt to Australia’s mathematical scientists,
especially those at the beginning of their careers.

I was born in Sydney but educated in Melbourne. I fell in love
with university life in the tumultuous year of 1972 at Monash.
(I’m not sure I’d be so easily seduced if I was in ﬁrst year at
any university in 2009.) After completing my BSc honours and
secondary Dip Ed I taught night school at RMIT for a couple of years before starting my PhD at La Trobe in 1978 with
Christie Eliezer, a wonderful man, who had been Paul Dirac’s
ﬁrst student. I worked on geometric mechanics and Lie groups
and I got a huge kick out of discovering E. Cartan’s approach
to calculus. I fell in love with university life a second time at La
Trobe where the mathematicians had a communal work ethic
and a full-on approach to students and teaching. I did a postdoc
at the Institute for Advanced Study in Dublin.
My interest in diﬀerential equations and diﬀerential geometry
has been constant over the last 30 years with occasional forays
into symbolic computation and traﬃc modelling. Most of my collaborative work has been with
my PhD students and with friends in Europe: Mike Crampin, Willy Sarlet, Olga Krupkova and
Demeter Krupka.
I became interested in AMSI when Tony Guttmann came to tell us about it early on and I ended
up being executive director to Garth Gaudry in 2005. I oversaw the AMSI/ICE-EM Access Grid
Room project until the end of 2006.
Deb King and I have two children, Louis and Penelope, at school in Melbourne and their lack
of interest in mathematics is refreshing. I ride a bike by myself and brew beer with another
mathematician, Michael Jerie. I wish I had as many bike trophies as beer trophies.
I’m a proud fellow of the Society, currently a Council and Steering Committee member.

General News
The CSIRO-ANZIAM Student Support Scheme for attendance at the
ANZIAM and special interest group conferences
The CSIRO/ANZIAM Student Support Scheme (SSS) is designed to provide funding to support conference travel and registration for students studying at universities in Australia and New Zealand, who wish to attend the ANZIAM conference
or meetings of the special interest groups. These are, speciﬁcally, the Maths in
Industry Study Group (MISG), the CTAC conference of the Computational Mathematics Group, the EMAC conference of the Engineering Mathematics Group and
the Mathsport conference of the Mathematics and Computers in Sport Group.
The scheme will be funded by the annual sponsorship that has been provided to
ANZIAM by CSIRO, together with any supplementary funding that the ANZIAM
Executive may wish to vote.
More details and the application form can be found at
http://www.anziam.org.au/The+CSIRO-ANZIAM+Student+Support+Scheme.
This
•
•
•

scheme is particularly relevant to three upcoming conferences:
EMAC 2009, http://www.maths.adelaide.edu.au/emac2009/;
ANZIAM 2010, http://www.math.canterbury.ac.nz/ANZIAM/;
MISG 2010, http://www.rmit.edu.au/maths/misg.

The objectives of the SSS are:
• To help students attend conferences relevant to their interests;
• To emphasize the importance of students giving presentations about their
work;
• To provide a ﬁrst step educating students in ways of obtaining funding to
help their research eﬀorts.
In order to be eligible for funding, students will be required to present a talk at
the conference. It is expected that students will have discussed their plans with
their supervisors, and supervisor endorsement of applications is required.
If students are not already members of ANZIAM, they must join at the time of
making their application. The committee may wish to give preference to students who are already members of ANZIAM themselves and whose supervisors
are members of ANZIAM, who will be attending the same conference.
Ibni Oumar Mahamat Saleh Prize
The mathematician and politician Ibni Oumar Mahamat Saleh from Chad was
kidnapped over a year and a half ago. One year ago, a Chadian commission of
inquiry concluded that he was dead. His death probably occurred very rapidly
after his removal by the Chadian armed forces. The complete truth, collectively
demanded by the international mathematical community, is still not known.
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A prize named Ibni Oumar Mahamat Saleh has been created, in his memory and
to continue his commitment to mathematics in Africa, by the three French mathematical societies, SFdS, SMAI and SMF. The prize will be awarded annually to a
young mathematician from Africa by a scientiﬁc committee set up by International
Centre for Pure and Applied Mathematics (CIMPA), and will fund a scientiﬁc visit.
An international subscription to support the prize will be established.
The schedule for the prize is as follows: launch of the subscription on October 1;
launch of ﬁrst call for applications on October 1, with an application deadline of
November 15; choice of the ﬁrst recipient before 31 December 2009.
ICIAM 2011
Professor Kerry Landman (University of Melbourne) will be one of the principal
invited speakers at ICIAM 2011 in Vancouver. This is a rare achievement for an
Australian and indicates Kerry’s standing in international applied mathematical
research.
ICM 2010
The invited speakers at the ICM 2010 have now been announced. There are two
invited Sectional Speakers from Australia: Professors Norm Dancer and Brendan
McKay. For more information, see http://www.icm2010.org.in/speakers.php.
Australian National University
Kelly Wicks has taken over from John Cossey as local correspondent. The editors
of the Gazette thank John for his time as correspondent.
University of Newcastle
A conference was held on 30 Octobert to 1 November to mark the oﬃcial opening
of University of Newcastle’s Priority Research Centre ‘Computer Assisted Research in Mathematics and its Applications’. The proceedings included a dinner
in honour of Professor John Giles.
University of Wollongong
James McCoy has taken over from Rod Nillsen as local correspondent. The editors
of the Gazette thank Rod for his time as correspondent.

Completed PhDs
Australian National University
• Dr Pourus Bharucha, Amenability properties and their consequences in
Banach algebras, supervisor: Dr Rick Loy.
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• Dr Robert Scealy, V-variable fractals and interpolation, supervisor: Professor
John Hutchinson.
La Trobe University
• Dr Kie Van Ivanky Saputra, Semi-global analysis of Lotka–Volterra systems
with constant terms, supervisor: Reinout Quispel.
Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology
• Dr James Cameron Bennett, Mathematical analysis of ﬁlm blowing, supervisors: Associate Professor John J. Shepherd, Associate Professor William
F. Blyth.
Swinburne University of Technology
• Dr Aspriha Chakraborty, A theoretical study on the eﬀect of prey-taxis on biological control of two-spotted spider mite, supervisors: Dr Manmohan Singh,
Dr David Lucy and Dr Peter Ridland.
University of Adelaide
• Dr Paul Dabrowski, Boundary-layer ﬂows in non-Newtonian ﬂuids, supervisor: Jim Denier.
• Dr Ashley Flavel, BGP, not as easy as 1-2-3, supervisors: Matthew Roughan,
Nigel Bean, Olaf Maennel.
• Dr Roger Webby, Applications of conditional value-at-risk to water resources
management, supervisors: Andrew Metcalfe, Philip Howlett (University of
South Australia) and John Boland (University of South Australia).
• Dr Edward Whitehead, The stability of multiple wing-tip vortices, supervisor:
Jim Denier.
University of Ballarat
• Dr Bahadorreza Ofoghi, Enhancing factoid question answering using frame
semantic-based approaches, supervisors: Professor John Yearwood, Dr Liping
Ma.
• Dr Shamshul Huda, Hybrid training approaches to hidden Markov model based
acoustic model for automatic speech recognition, supervisors: Professor John
Yearwood, Dr Eldar Hajilarov, Dr Adil Baghirov.
• Dr Guillermo Pineda-Villavicencio, Improving upper and lower bounds on
the order of large graphs under degree and distance constraints, supervisors:
Professor John Yearwood, Professor Mirka Miller.
University of Melbourne
• Dr Ashish Gupta, Irreducible representations of some classes of quantum
Laurent polynomials, supervisor: John Groves.
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• Dr Matthew Zuparic, Studies in integrable quantum lattice models and classical hierarchies, supervisor: Omar Foda.
University of Newcastle
• Dr Sean Vitadello, The representation theory of numerical semigroups and the
ideal structure of Exel’s crossed product, supervisor: Professor Iain Raeburn.
• Dr Trevor Moﬃet, Bivariate relationship modelling on bounded spaces with
application to the estimation of forest foliage growth cover by Landsat satellite ETM-plus sensor, supervisors: Professor Kerrie Mengersen and Dr Robert
King.
• Dr Natasha Weaver, A family of higher-rank graphs arising from subshifts,
supervisors: Professor Iain Raeburn and Dr David Pask.
University of New South Wales
• Dr Dalia Terhesiu, On the approximation of ﬁnite and inﬁnite equilibrium
states and some aspects of young towers with non-integrable return function,
supervisors: Gary Froyland and Jim Franklin.
University of South Australia
• Dr Amie Albrecht, Integrating railway track maintenance and train timetables, supervisor: Associate Professor David Panton.
• Dr Giang Nguyen, Hamiltonian cycle problem, Markov decision processes and
graph spectra, supervisor: Professor Jerzy Filar and Associate Professor Vladimir Ejov.
• Dr Thao Tran, Design and analysis of experiments for assessing indigenous
plant species, supervisors: Dr Chris Brien and Assoc. Professor John Boland.

Awards and other achievements
Australian National University
• Dr Andrew Hassell and Dr Rowena Ball are the MSI’s successful recipients
of the 2009 ARC Future Fellowships.
Swinburne University of Technology
• Professor William Phillips, Professor A.V. Babanin and Dr A. Ganopolski
have been successful with an ARC Discovery proposal, entitled ‘Wave induced upper ocean mixing’, with funding to commence in 2010. The total
funding is $310 000.
University of Queensland
• Dr A.J. Richardson was awarded an Australian Research Council Future Fellowship, to work on ‘The resilience of marine ecosystems and ﬁsheries to
climate change: exploring adaptation strategies’.
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• Professor Hugh Possingham and the Marxan Development Team have won
a prestigious Australian Museum Eureka Prize in Environmental Research.
Marxan is considered to be the most signiﬁcant contribution to conservation biology to emerge from Australia’s research community. The software
program evolved out of a PhD thesis by Dr Ian Ball (Australian Antarctic
Division, Department of Environment, Water, Heritage and the Arts) in collaboration with his supervisor, Professor Hugh Possingham, and Matthew
Watts (The Ecology Centre, University of Queensland).

Appointments, departures and promotions
AMSI
AMSI is pleased to announce the appointment of Professor Geoﬀrey Prince as
AMSI Director.
We welcome Professor Prince’s appointment and look forward to AMSI’s continued
success as an advocate for the mathematical sciences in Australia and as a vehicle
for delivering projects of value to the mathematics fraternity and the community
at large.
In welcoming Geoﬀ to this role we would like to acknowledge Professor Phillip
Broadbridge’s sterling contribution to, and leadership of, AMSI — both during
his tenure as Director and during the interregnum between his move to LaTrobe
and the announcement of Geoﬀ’s appointment.
We look forward to Geoﬀ’s leadership of AMSI and to the strengthening of AMSI’s
contribution to the well-being of mathematics in Australia and delivery of value
to our Member institutions under his leadership.
http://www.amsi.org.au/index.php/news/87-general-and-outreach-news/335professor-geoﬀrey-prince-is-appointed-as-amsi-director
La Trobe University
• Geoﬀ Prince has taken up the position of Director of the Australian Mathematical Sciences Institute. He will remain employed by the department for
one day per week.
• Dion ONeale has been appointed as a Research Oﬃcer in August 2009.
Swinburne University of Technology
• Postdoctoral fellowship for Dr Aspriha Chakraborty: Max Planck Institute
for Demographic Research, Rostock, Germany. Starting date: October 2009.
University of Ballarat
• Professor David Gao from Virginia Tech University, USA, joins Graduate
School of Information Technology and Mathematical Sciences as Alexander
Rubinov Professor of Mathematics at the beginning of 2010.
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University of Melbourne
• Geoﬀ Prince has been appointed as Director of the Australian Mathematical
Sciences Institute.
• Aleks Owczarek and Paul Pearce have been promoted to Professor.
• Mr Brendan Kite has been appointed as OR Consultant.
• Dr Daniel Tokarev has been appointed as Research Fellow/MASCOS.
University of Newcastle
• Dr Frank Tuyl has been appointed as Lecturer in Statistics.
• Dr Eric Beh has been appointed as Associate Professor in Statistics. Eric
was previously at University of Western Sydney.
University of New South Wales
• Astrid an Huef, Senior Lecturer in the School of Mathematics and Statistics, has been appointed to the Chair of Pure Mathematics at the University
of Otago. Astrid has been with the School for eight years, researching in
operator algebras.
University of Queensland
• Dr Barbara Maenhaut and Dr Phil Isaac have been appointed continuing
lecturer positions in Mathematics.
University of Technology, Sydney
• Christopher Poulton, Department of Mathematical Sciences, has been promoted to senior lecturer.
University of Wollongong
• Professor Tim Marchant has been appointed Dean of Research.
• Associate Professor Jacqui Ramagge has taken over as Head of the School of
Mathematics and Applied Statistics.

New Books
University of New South Wales
• Franklin, J. (2009). What Science Knows: And How It Knows It. Encounter
Books, New York.
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Conferences and Courses
Conferences and courses are listed in order of the ﬁrst day.

Workshop on New Currents in Geometry in Australia
Date: 16–18 November 2009
Venue: University of Adelaide
Web: http://www.iga.adelaide.edu.au/WorkshopNov09.html
The Institute for Geometry and its Applications (IGA) will host a Workshop on
New Currents in Geometry in Australia highlighting the work of early career researchers. The workshop is supported by the Australian Mathematical Sciences
Institute (AMSI).
Research in geometry in Australia is being broadened and strengthened by young
researchers who have joined universities around the country in recent years. In addition to lectures by many of the younger mathematicians working in geometry in
Australia today, the workshop will provide an opportunity for informal discussions
focused on new ideas and new directions in the diverse and interrelated geometric
areas of mathematics.
The workshop is the ﬁrst event in the IGA Special Year in Geometry and its
Applications.
Speakers (more to be added): David Baraglia (Oxford University); Julie Clutterbuck (Australian National University); Ilya Kossovskiy (Australian National
University); Thomas Leistner (University of Adelaide); Pengzi Miao (Monash University); Peter Milley (University of Melbourne); Todd Oliynyk (Monash University); Adam Rennie (Australian National University); Peter van der Kamp (La
Trobe University); Bryan Wang (Australian National University); Craig Westerland (University of Melbourne); Feng Xu (Australian National University); Hao
Yin (University of Queensland).
Organisers: Finnur Larusson, Michael Murray and Mathai Varghese.

Joint meeting of the NSW–ACT ANZIAM branches
Date: Friday 4 December and Saturday 5 December 2009
Venue: Coachhouse Marina Resort, Batemans Bay
Web: http://www.coachhouse.com.au
A limited amount of money is available to contribute towards the costs of student
presenters (provided that they are members of either ACT or NSW ANZIAM).
This will take the form of a contribution towards accommodation and travel costs.
A prize will be awarded for the best student presentation.
Further details (including registration fees and accommodation costs) will be released shortly. Please do not book your accommodation at this time.
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During the meeting the NSW and ACT branches will hold their annual general
meetings to elect committees for 2010. Anyone wishing to stand for election should
contact Mark Nelson (NSW Branch Secretary, E-mail: mnelson@uow.edu.au), or
Harvi Sidhu (ACT Branch President, Email: h.sidhu@adfa.edu.au.
Joint meeting of the SA–Victoria ANZIAM branches
Date: Saturday 5 December and Sunday 6 December 2009
Venue: Pinnacle Holiday Lodge, Halls Gap, Victoria
Contact: simon.clarke@monash.edu.au
Guest Speaker: Dr Mary Myerscough, University of Sydney.
Registration (including conference dinner): $100 non-students, students free. To
register and book accommodation, email simon.clarke@monash.edu.au.
• Abstracts of 200 words or less on any aspect of applied mathematics should
be sent to simon.clarke@monash.edu.au.
• Submissions from Early Career Researchers and students are particularly
encouraged.
• Best student talk will receive a prize of $200.
• Meeting will include the AGM of the Victorian Branch.
Download the ﬂyer: http://www.austms.org.au\tiki-download ﬁle.php?ﬁeld=7.
Logic Summer School
Date: 7–18 December 2009
Venue: The Australian National University
Web: http://lss.rsise.anu.edu.au
Contact: lss@mail.rsise.anu.edu.au
Phone: +61 2 6125 4043; Fax: +61 2 6125 0010
The Australian National University (ANU) has an exciting opportunity for IT
professionals, senior educators and students to enhance their logic and reasoning
skills for the workforce, for teaching, or for higher degree by research study, in a
two-week intensive summer school at the ANU.
The Logic Summer School comprises a blend of practical and theoretical short
courses on aspects of pure and applied logic taught by international and national
experts. The school provides a unique learning experience for all participants,
backed up with state-of-the-art computational science facilities at the ANU.
Presenters: Professor John Slaney (ANU); Dr Rajeev Goré (ANU); Dr Peter Baumgartner (NICTA); Dr Michael Norrish (NICTA); Dr Andreas Bauer (NICTA); Dr
Alwen Tiu (ANU); Professor Torsten Schaub (University of Potsdam, Germany);
Dr Patrik Haslum (NICTA); Dr Errol Martin (EP Martin Consulting).
Fees:
Professionals: $1 650 per person. Discounts are available for multiple registrations
from individual companies and institutions.
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Students in full-time education: $120 per person. Scholarships are available and
are assessed on a case-by-case basis. The web site has more details.
Registrations after Friday 6 November 2009, are subject to a 20% surcharge.
9th Engineering Mathematics and Applications Conference
(EMAC2009)
Date: 6–9 December 2009
Venue: University of Adelaide, South Australia
Web: http://www.maths.adelaide.edu.au/emac2009/
Contact: Andrew Metcalfe (andrew.metcalfe@adelaide.edu.au)
2009 New Zealand Mathematics Colloquium
Date: 8–10 December 2009
Venue: Massey University, Albany
Web: http://nzmc2009.massey.ac.nz/
Contact: Michelle Campbell (m.l.campbell@massey.ac.nz)
The New Zealand Mathematics Colloquium is an annual event that covers all aspects of mathematics and its applications and which allows New Zealand and overseas mathematicians to meet together. This year the Colloquium will be hosted
by the Institute of Information and Mathematical Sciences at Massey University’s
Albany Campus from Tuesday 8 December to Thursday 10 December 2009. Members of the Organising Committee and the Institute look forward to welcoming
participants onto our beautiful campus.
The list of plenary speakers for the 2009 Colloquium is: Shaun Cooper (Massey
University, Albany); Mike Hendy (Massey University, Manawatu); Shaun Hendy
(MacDiarmid Institute for Advanced Materials and Nanotechnology, Wellington);
Kerry Landman (University of Melbourne); Alan Reid (University of Texas, Austin).
4th Australia–China Optimisation Workshop
Date: 9–11 December 2009
Venue: Ballarat
Web: http://www.ballarat.edu.au/ard/itms/CIAO/Workshops/ACOW/
Contact: Adil Baghirov (a.bagirov@ballarat.edu.au)
AMSI workshop: New Directions in Geometric Group Theory
Date: 14–18 December 2009
Venue: The University of Queensland, Brisbane
Web: http://sites.google.com/site/ggtbrisbane/
Registration: http://sites.google.com/site/ggtbrisbane/registration
The workshop will be held from Monday to Friday. In addition to research talks
by a strong list of speakers at the cutting edge of the ﬁeld, we will have two introductory short courses given by Danny Calegari and Graham Niblo, as well as
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a special series of ‘What is . . . ?’ lectures for non-experts on various new topics in
the ﬁeld.
There is no deadline for registration. However, for catering purposes and reservation of accommodation, you should contact the organisers as soon as possible if
you’re intending to attend the workshop.
Conﬁrmed speakers: Noel Brady (University of Oklahoma); Danny Calegari (California Institute of Technology); Indira Chatterji (Universite d’Orleans/Ohio State);
Daryl Cooper (University of California at Santa Barbara); Yves de Cornulier
(CNRS/Rennes); Moon Duchin (University of Michigan); Danny Groves (University of Illinois at Chicago); Elmas Irmak (Bowling Green State University);
Joseph Maher (CUNY); Jon McCammond (University of California at Santa Barbara); Masato Mimura (University of Tokyo); Walter Neumann (Columbia University/Barnard College); Graham Niblo (Southampton); Anne Thomas (Oxford).
NZIMA/NZMRI Summer Workshop
Date: 3–10 January 2010
Venue: Hanmer Springs, New Zealand
Web: http://www.math.auckland.ac.nz/wiki/2010 NZMRI Summer Workshop
AMSI ICE–EM 2010 Summer School
Date: 11 January – 5 February 2010
Venue: La Trobe University
Web: http://www.latrobe.edu.au/mathstats/summerschool/
Contact: Grant Cairns, Director (G.Cairns@latrobe.edu.au)
Prospective honours and postgraduate students may register at the website. Outof-town students may apply for ﬁnancial assistance: accommodation (with breakfast and dinner) and a travel allowance.
This year, there will be seven courses in mathematics and statistics:
• Maria Athanassenas (Monash): Soap ﬁlms: Minimal surfaces and partial
diﬀerential equations;
• Conrad Burden (ANU): Applications of mathematics and statistics to bioinformatics;
• Grant Cairns (La Trobe): Geometry and group actions;
• Aurore Delaigle (U Melbourne): Nonparametric curve estimation;
• Markus Hegland (ANU): Introduction to the numerical approximation of
partial diﬀerential equations;
• Marcel Jackson (La Trobe): Computational complexity in theory and practice;
• Marty Ross: Measure theory.
There will be a number of other activities, some mathematical and some social.
This is an excellent opportunity for students to broaden their mathematical base,
and to make useful connections with mathematics and statistics students and staﬀ
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from around Australia. Past experience has shown that students ﬁnd the summer
school to be a very enjoyable and enriching experience.
Please circulate the above information to prospective honours and postgraduate
students.
Call for Contributions:
Educational Interfaces between Mathematics and Industry
Date: 19–23 April 2010
Venue: Lisbon, Portugal
Web: http://www.cim.pt/eimi/
Contact: Gail FitzSimons (gail.ﬁtzsimons@education.monash.edu.au)
International Congress of Mathematicians: ICM2010
Date: 19–27 August 2010
Venue: Hyderabad International Convention Centre, Hyderabad, India
Web: www.icm2010.org.in
The invited speakers at the ICM 2010 have now been announced:
see http://www.icm2010.org.in/speakers.php.
There are two invited Sectional Speakers from Australia: Professors Norm Dancer
and Brendan McKay.
There are posters for ICM2010 at http://www.icm2010.org.in/posters.php. Feel
free to print them out and display them at appropriate locations.

Vale
Tsoy-Wo Ma
Dr Tsoy-Wo Ma has passed away after a long illness.

Visiting mathematicians
Visitors are listed in alphabetical order and details of each visitor are presented
in the following format: name of visitor; home institution; dates of visit; principal
ﬁeld of interest; principal host institution; contact for enquiries.
Dr Andrew Byrne; University College Cork, Ireland; 21 September 2009 to 30
June 2010; cryptography; RMT; Kristine Lally.
Dr Florica Cirstea; University of Sydney; 14 July 2008 to 14 July 2011; applied
and nonlinear analysis; ANU; Neil Trudinger
Dr Robert Clark; University of Wollongong; 1 July 2008 to 1 July 2011; statistical
science; ANU; Alan Welsh
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Professor Alexandru Dimca; Universite de Nice Sophia Dieudonne; 1 to 28 March
2010; theory of local Systems on hyper plane complements and conﬁguration
spaces; USN; G.I. Lehrer
Mr Yang Feng; Princeton University; 16 August to 15 November 2009; –; UMB;
Prof Peter Hall
Prof Michael Finkelberg; Independent University of Moscow; 1 to 30 November
2009; algebra; USN; A.I. Molev
Richard Garner; University of Cambridge; 5 October to 25 December 2009; –;
UMQ; A/Prof Dominic Verity
Prof Zongming Guo; Henan Normal University, China; October to December 2009;
nonlinear PDE; UNE; Prof Yihong Du
Prof Sreenivasa Rao Jammalamadaka; University of California at Santa Barbara;
20 July to 15 November 2009; –; CUT; K.L. Teo
Wei Jin (student); Central South University, China; 20 September 2008 to September 2010; –; UWA; Cheryl Praeger
Prof Lishan Liu; QuFu Normal University, China; 16 July to 31 December 2009;
–; CUT; Prof Yong Hong Wu
Kek Sie Long; University Tun Hussein Onn, Malaysia; May 2009 to November
2009; –; CUT; –
Prof Christine Mueller; University of Kassel, Germany; 15 October to 24 December 2009; –; UMB; Prof Richard Huggins
Prof Daniel Nakano; University of Georgia; 1 February 2010 to 30 June 2010; classical Lie superalgebras, cohomological transfer theorems; USN; G.I. Lehrer
Prof Makato Ozawa; Komazawa University, Japan; 1 April 2009 to 31 March 2011;
–; UMB; Prof Hyam Rubinstein
Mr Michael Payne; –; 21 September 2009 to 1 March 2010; –; UMB; Dr David
Wood
A/Prof Andrei Ratiu; Istanbul Bilgi University; 21 September 2009 to 31 August
2010; –; UMB; A/Prof Craig Hodgson
Emily Riehl; University of Chicago; 12 November 2009 to 26 March 2010; –; MQU;
A/Prof Dominic Verity
Prof Guyan Robertson; University Newcastle, UK; 1 September 2009 to 25 January 2010; –; UAD; –
Mr Ege Rubak (student); Aalborg University, Denmark; April to November 2009;
–; UWA; Adrian Baddeley
Dr Leonid Rybnikov; IAS, Princeton University; 1 to 30 November 2009; algebra;
USN; A.I. Molev
Rahbar Virk; University of Wisconsin-Madison, USA; 15 September to 31 December 2009; –; UMB; Prof Arun Ram
Dr Lyudmyla Velychko; Ukraine; December 2009 to March 2010; –; MQU; Prof
Paul Smith and Dr Elena Vinogradova
Dr Zhitao Zhang; Chinese Academy of Science, Beijing; 15 September to 15 November 2009; nonlinear analysis; USN; E.N. Dancer
Prof Huansong Zhou; Wuhan Institute of Physics and Mathematics, Chinese
Academy of Sciences; October to November 2009; nonlinear PDE; UNE; Prof
Yihong Du

Some items from the recent AustMS AGM and Council meetings
The 53rd annual meeting of the Australian Mathematical Society was recently
held at the University of South Australia at its City West Campus in North Terrace, Adelaide. Congratulations go to the Director Associate Professor Vladimir
Ejov and all his helpers for a most successful conference — our largest ever of the
‘normal’ annual meetings.
Those Society members who were unable to attend the AGM, which was held on
Wednesday 30 September 2009, may be interested in the following items.
(1) The new Council for the session 2010–2011 will be on the AustMS web pages
at http://www.austms.org.au/Oﬃce+bearers.
(2) The 2010 Bernhard Neumann Prize was awarded to Samuel Cohen of the University of Adelaide for his talk entitled Dynamic risk measures and nonlinear
expectations with Markov chain noise.
Honourable mentions were also awarded to Michael Pauley (the University of
Western Australia), Neil Saunders (the University of Sydney), Melissa Tacy
(the Australian National University) and Dan Turetsky (Victoria University,
New Zealand).
Many thanks to Dr Andrew Francis who was Chair of the B.H. Neumann
Student Prize Committee, and all the Committee members.
(3) The Australian Mathematical Society is becoming a sustaining Association
Member of AMSI.
(4) The Society’s 54th Annual Meeting is being held at the University of Queensland, on its St Lucia campus by the Brisbane River, from Monday 27 September to Thursday 30 September 2010, with Professor S. Ole Warnaar as Director. See http://www.smp.uq.edu.au/austms2010/.
(5) The Society’s 55th Annual Meeting will be held at the University of Wollongong in the week starting 26 September 2011, with Associate Professor David
Pask as Director.
(6) In 2010 an Early Career Workshop will be held just prior to the 54th Annual
Meeting, at a nearby location probably to the south of Brisbane near the Gold
Coast. Contact people are Dr Stephan Tillmann (tillmann@maths.uq.edu.au),
Dr Bronwyn Hajek (Bronwyn.Hajek@unisa.edu.au) and Dr Anthony Henderson (anthonyh@maths.usyd.edu.au).
(7) The amount available for Special Interest Meeting Grants in 2010 remains at
$20 000. The form for applications is being redesigned.
(8) A student representative has been elected by the students to attend Council
meetings as an observer. This year Wendy Baratta from the University of
Melbourne was selected as the student representative.
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(9) In 2010 the support available for students to attend the Society’s annual
conference will be up to $350 per student, provided students are Society
members, presenting a talk, and are from outside Brisbane. A form, which
must be completed and submitted at least two weeks before the start of the
annual conference, is available from the Secretary.
In 2011 this amount will increase to a maximum of $400 per student.
(10) The ANZIAM Journal has a new Editor-in-Chief from January 2010. Charles
Pearce is stepping down after many years of wonderful service, and Andrew
Bassom is taking on this position.
(11) The Gazette is also losing its wonderful Editors, Birgit Loch and Rachel
Thomas, to whom many thanks are due! The new Editors in 2010 will be
Amie Albrecht and Kevin White from the University of South Australia.
This is my last notice as Secretary of the Society; I leave things in the most capable
hands of Peter Stacey from La Trobe University. I have enjoyed my eight years as
Secretary, and I record again my thanks to everyone with whom I have worked.
Elizabeth J. Billington
AustMS Secretary
E-mail: ejb@maths.uq.edu.au

Elizabeth arrived at the University of Queensland from England in 1971, for a two-year stay; she is still there now, as a
Reader/Associate Professor. Besides being Secretary of the
Australian Mathematical Society, she is also Editor-in-Chief
of the Australasian Journal of Combinatorics. She has also
been on the Council of the Combinatorial Mathematics Society of Australasia for the past eleven years. Her research is in
combinatorics; she largely works in graph decompositions and
combinatorial designs.
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